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ABSTRACT
ASHLEY WRIGHT: Living(Or Not)Through ‘Legendizing’ in Eudora Welty’s Fiction
(Under the direction of Dr. Kathryn McKee)
I began my thesis as a way of exploring how the global south is portrayed in the fiction of
Eudora Welty. Through reading two of her novels and various short stories, which are discussed
in this thesis, I discovered that my interpretation of Welty’s writing includes a greater focus on
people and relationships rather than the actual place they live. This interpretation sheds new
light to the existing criticism on Welty and her fiction because she and her work are most often
discussed in terms of place rather than people. Key to my argument is term I have coined,
‘legendizing,’ which describes the process by which the people in Welty’s fiction remain as
insiders to the group by repeating a family or group “identity” regardless of the truth that lies in
that identity; alternatively, those who do not abide by the group rules by legendizing do not have
a place in the group and become outsiders. While the insider/outsider relationship as well as the
circle metaphor are discussed in existing criticism, I see legendizing as the reason behind what
makes someone an insider or an outsider(and in or out of the circle).
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Living(Or Not)Through ^Legendizing’ in Eudora Welty’s Fiction
Much of my research on Eudora Welty’s life has come from Suzanne Marrs’
Eudora Welty: A Biography. Marrs’ biography is the most thoughtful, comprehensive,
and informed biography available to readers. Because of her inclusion of so many
secondary sources, and largely because of her use of Welty’s diary, the reader is able to
look at Welty in a way that is not strictly a dry historical account of her life. By
exploring Welty’s personal experience through her relationships with people and places,
as well as her journeys and the various cities she lived in, we can examine how these
experiences shaped her writing of identity as tied to people and not place in two of her
novels. Delta Wedding and The Optimises Daughter, as well as three of her short stories:
Why I Live at the PO”,“The Wanderers”, and “Kin”. I will look at Welty’s own
feelings of being an insider to the places and people she was surrounded by, and then
extend that conversation to how she included the insider-outsider dynamic in the
characters of her novels. In each work, I examine how Welty’s characters perform a
communal activity of maintaining an identity, which I call “legendizing’

groups of

people make legends about themselves that include a system of rules that determine an
identity and from there, who is an insider or an outsider depending on their adherence to
the rules to maintain the identity.
The legendizing in the six works I focus on ties them together, and it is here I
make my thesis: Welty develops these works of fiction, not through establishing the
South as a place, but through exploring people’s identity within the group (the insiders)
or without it. While this insider-outsider way of reading Welty’s fiction is not new to
literary criticism, I explore this reading as Welty’s focus on people instead of place.
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There are markers of the South and Southem-ness in these works—the geography,
climate, history, language, and food are all true of the South, and in particular of Welty’s
own Mississippi—but to say that any of these works are “about” the South, is false; as I
argue in this paper, these works undoubtedly show Welty’s focus on people and not
place.
In Chapter 1,1 explore how Welty’s biography, demonstrates a concentration on
people, not place. Though Welty was bom,raised, and mostly lived in Jackson,
Mississippi until her death, her travels and extended periods away from the South helped
Welty form an identity outside of her roots in Jackson. The continuing link between
Welty and any place that she was were the people she kept intimate relationships with in
her life. Her close-knit family and her best friends shaped Welty’s experience wherever
she was. While I am not looking for an exact match between events and feelings in the
text and Welty’s life, the tone I sense in reading Welty’s journal entries in the Marrs
biography is present in all five of these works of fiction—that longing, desperation, and
fmstration of being the outsider, balanced against the inclusive, enveloping, and
comforting feeling of the insider. Admittedly, in Welty’s journal and in her fiction she
describes the South in terms of being different than another place (usually the North), but
what strikes me most is that idea as a subtext of reading who is inside and who is outside.
People from far away places, people who want to leave and/or do leave home, or people
who do not abide by the community standards are pushed away and become outsiders.
Again, the most common thing readers or critics note is that Welty writes “about”
the South. If we accept this, then we must also accept that Welty writes negatively about
the South. Let me explain: in these five texts Welty creates a group of people and one or
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several characters who in some way challenge the group’s identity, so the group, in turn,
ridicules and/or expels the challenger. If the group (family, town, neighbors, et cetera)
represents the South, then Welty draws an inhospitable place when talking about her
native state. I prefer—and think a new conversation begins with—the examination of
Welty’s fiction in terms of how she writes “about” people, most notably how often what
the group’s identity hinges upon is questionable, unfounded, or no longer existent, but the
rules and customs persist, which legendize the group even though their identity may be
based on falsehoods.
In Chapter 2,1 explore two of Welty’s novels. Delta Wedding and The Optimist's
Daughter in terms of their focus being not on the Southern setting—Mount Salus and the
Fairchild plantation—but on the group and individual identities. In each case, for the
group to maintain its order and customs, the outsider must leave the community. In both
novels, the memory of home or the people associated with home are strong but can be
accurate or false and still have great importance. “Re-memory”‘ best describes how
memory is changed to benefit the legend of the group. Family members or townspeople
“remember” people, events, and/or feelings, except they change, omit, or exaggerate
certain facts to further their legend. “Legend” is a term I am using to describe how roles
and beliefs of the group are practiced by the community, told and re-told so that every
member of the group believes in the same group identity. This identity is then threatened
by those who prove it wrong in their thoughts or behavior.

I

I borrow this term for Toni Morrison’s novel Beloved, and apply it under a different set of circumstances.
In Morrison’s novel re-memory is used as a survival and coping mechanism for ex-slaves. The protagonist
Sethe “re-memories” events and emotions in a new or altered way instead of remembering exactly how she
felt or what happened in her past. Re-memory in Welty’s works functions as a way to further legendize.
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In South to a New Place: Region, Literature, Culture, Richard Gray explores in
the foreword this very idea:
It is a matter of language and communal ritual, the human habit of positioning the
self with the help of the word and others, giving a local habitation and name to
things to secure their and our identity, and establishing a connection or kinship
with other people that is also an anchorage, a validation of oneself’[he goes on to
quote Welty’s OWE about this](Jones xxi).
A type of oral history is used in these two novels to tell and tell again the things that link
the group together. The outsiders push back against this legend and ultimately choose to
leave the community because the do not speak the same language or understand the same
rituals like everyone else. Judith Butler’s essay on gender and performative identity can
be applied to this argument I am making (though in Butler’s essay the following pertains
to gender roles): ""the appearance ofsubstance is precisely that, a constructed identity, a
performative accomplishment in which the mundane social audience, including the actors
themselves, come to believe and to perform in the mode of belief’(520). The Fairchilds
and the people of Mount Salus do just as Butler says, and it is their repeated performance
that enhances their belief, so the cycle of legendizing becomes almost too tough a circle
to penetrate—which is why outsiders who do not perform the same roles do not have a
part in the play.
I chose Delta Wedding, written in 1946 and The Optimist’s Daughter, written in
1972 because they are from the beginning and end of Welty’s career. I want to show that
the ideas I explore are not only in one novel or story but pervade her life and career—and
for that they are more than thematic. They are definitive. The first novel’s group is a
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family and the outsiders are its own family members, whereas in the second novel the
group is a town and Laurel and Fay are the two characters who do not belong and end up
leaving because they cannot conform, or according to Butler, play the part.
In the last major section of this paper, chapter 3,1 analyze three of Welty’s short
stories: “Why I Live at the P.O.” from A Curtain of Green (1941),“The Wanderers” from
The Golden Apples(1949), and “Kin” from The Bride ofthe Innisfallen (1955). I chose
these three because they represent the beginning, middle, and last of her short story
collections. Then I honed in on which stories best related to my thesis and chose from
there. The three stories I selected all share legendizing as a way to determine group
identity, and it is exactly that aspect in the works I have selected that deserves serious
scholarly notice. Welty wrote many more short stories than novels, so the potential for
further research and analysis of this topic in her entire collection is great.

5

Miss Welty’s Story: Fiction from Life
Although Welty is classified as a “Southern writer,” her range of knowledge of
the world was not limited to just the South. Welty went to college away from home, and
began traveling the United States and Europe in her early twenties. Welty frequented
writers’ conferences in several locations early in her career, and there she formed
friendships with people from all over the world. With early exposure to the United States
and Europe beginning in her college days, it would have been easy for Welty to write
about other places; in fact, she does use non-Southem places as the setting in a few of her
stories, but it is her deep connection to the place she is from that allows us to see multiple
points of view about that place—Welty’s South. Her ability to present different
perspectives of the same place from multiple characters (or, sometimes,from the same
character, like Laurel in The Optimist's Daughter) adds complexity to the place of the
South and its impact on the people who come in contact with it. Welty’s own experience
as a Southerner—one who feels the need to leave, yet also the need to stay—shapes her
work.
Suzanne Marrs looks at Welty’s diaries and letters, and here we see that Welty,
too, realized the advantage she had to writing about a place she knew so intimately: There
are some things about a state that nobody could even know about who has not lived there
a long time, and those things should determine the whole approach, don't you
think?...and / believe I couldfind some stories, old ones & new ones, and beliefs and
songs and violent events all over the place to show how the life here is, to my
belief...Think ofall the people who would be in my book^(Marrs 67). What is important

“ In her biography Marrs often puts Welty’s words from her letters and diaries in italics.
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to note is that Welty is fully aware that she is using a real place, real events, real people,
and real sentiments to mold her fiction. That she can find “new stories” from the old
ones, from true ones, demonstrates the extent to which her experience in her place
allowed her inside knowledge to things she made fictional. She borrows from real lifepeople, places, events, sentiments, way of life—and works those elements into her fiction
so that anyone who reads her fiction feels like the story is completely believable and
possibly. She can write about Jackson, for example, and include people who do not exist
there or create an event that never happened there because of her familiarity with that
place. She knows they could live there, that it could happen there, because she focuses
on the everyday things she is familiar with, as Marrs notes:
[Welty’s] stories center upon the rituals of southern small-town life—its
piano recitals, weddings, funerals, ladies’ teas, political speakings—even
as they transcend a regional focus. They confront questions of love and
death, passion and repression, tolerance and bigotry,just as fully as do
stories with more lurid plots, but in the use of the mundane, they suggest
that life’s terrors lie close at hand, not in a distant past of an exceptional
event(Marrs 168).
While the majority of Welty’s stories are centered in the South, what they show about
human emotion and actions reveal a greater link that transcends a regional focus and
focus more on the people and how they function in their place, and not so much how the
place molds people.
Transcending this regional focus was not Welty’s main goal in writing fiction; in
fact, I would argue that it was not a goal at all, because she ignored the boundaries
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presented by labeling her work as “Southern.” In her essay “Place in Fiction” Welty
writes,“The term [regional], like most terms used to pin down a novel, means little...we
all hate generalities, and so does place” {ES 116). For Welty, although the majority of
her work is set in the South and reveals it to an audience, she argues in that essay “Place
is one of the lesser angles...of fiction...while others, like character, plot, symbolic
meaning,” are larger angles(ES 116). In my opinion place still deserves to be noticed but
the real focus should remain on the people, because it is they who define the place they
live.
If a reader approaches Welty’s work and sees it in terms of limitations because
she writes “about” the South, he is missing out on the actual message and worth of Welty
and her text, because he focuses too largely on where she is from and not how it
influences her experience. Welty remarks on this in the essay, that place does not cause
“the goodness—the worth—in the writer himself: place is where he has his roots, place is
where he stands; in his experience out of which he writes, it provides us the base of
reference; in his work, the point of view”(ES 117). Welty makes us realize that place is
something to look at in a writer’s background to see why or how the writer writes what
she does, but her place does not limit her work. Rather, her place introduces the reader to
its people, and place is a tool used to interpret people. So often scholars focus on Welty’s
connection to place and how well she writes about place, but here I argue that her focus is
people and place comes secondary.
What I drew most from in Marrs’ biography was how Welty described her
relationships with people, and how those relationships often surpassed her ties to a place.
Her travels were often inspired by the people in those locations, and it was rare for her to
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travel without eventually spending a large period of time with an old friend, family
member, or someone in the writing or publishing realm. In a journal entry after one of
many trips to New York City, this one to celebrate one of her new books, Welty wrote
“The New York trip was swell, and the party was a nice one, at the Murray Hill Hotel, I
was surrounded by a little cordon of friends so the rest did not scare me”(Marrs 81). Her
feelings of the big city are defined more in terms of the people who surrounded her in
New York. The letter notes an important sentiment that is prevalent in much of Welty’s
diary: she had a similar experience in Jackson and in New York City because of the type
of people who surrounded her—her literary friends became her social circle and family
away from home. That circle of people (both the one in Jackson and in New York City)
seems to transcend the physical location of place because she experienced something
similar in both locations. Welty understood the importance of being inside the circle, but
she also felt at times how it was to be an outsider. Back in Jackson when her friends
were away, she had a longing to move back to New York to re-enter the circle of
friendship. This restlessness is seen in characters in the works I will focus on, and these
characters are associated with a sense of longing to leave home or they actually do leave
home.
However, that celebratory atmosphere Welty talked about in her journal did not
last through the beginning of World War Two, when neither the comforts of home nor the
escape to New York City could fill the void of people. As Marrs notes “having returned
from a visit to New York, where Robinson [Welty’s quasi-boyfriend of many years]
joined her for a weekend at the Russells [her publisher Diarmuid and his wife], Eudora
was feeling melancholy indeed. T’ve felt very lonely since I got back,’ she wrote [writer
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friend Katherine Anne] Porter. ‘I also feel that I may have seen my friend John
Robinson, in the army, for the last time till the war is ended, and Diarmuid for the last
time in a long time too’”(Marrs 99). Loneliness met her upon her return to Jackson
because of her longing for the important people in her life, notably Robinson and Russell.
From a letter to Robinson to some of his and Welty’s mutual friends Nancy and Alice
Farley, he tells them that “Eudora makes me yearn for that part of the country”(Marrs
170). Robinson missed the South—his home—not because of the place but because of
Eudora. She echoes this sentiment about the places she lived periodically in her life
(Europe, New York, and mostly her home in Jackson); she misses the people that are in
another city.
Eudora wrote to Robinson during his time in the army, when she did even more
traveling than before to occupy her melancholy mind. In a revealing letter about being a
Mississippian living in New York City, she wrote “I think the reason I’m so tired at night
is I’m given body blows & have gotten mad to no avail on behalf of Mississippi—Every
Southerner I know here is the same...The other day down on an elevator someone
introduced [. ..] me “from Miss.” & when I said how do you do, she said,‘Oh you’re
from Mississippi where they persecute the Negro & have the highest percentage of
illiteracy in the union.’[...] that time I was speechless & only in a dumb fury at the
unfairness & rudeness & smugness of these people”(Marrs 114). While Welty, too, saw
the unfairness of the racial segregation in Mississippi, she also loved the place she called
home and did not like that it and she were being stereotyped, because she was able to
separate people and their place.
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About this particular letter Marrs notes, “Occasionally hostility toward
southerners notwithstanding. New York had become a community to Eudora, and notjust
a community of Mississippians in the city. Eudora spent time with a diverse group of
friends, with co-workers at the Times'"(Marrs 114). What was important to Welty was
people—her friends—and it did not matter where these people came from; Welty did not
just surround herself with a group of uprooted Mississippians living in New York City.
The bonds formed with people, regardless of where they came from, became a support
system for Welty and a way to feel at home, despite the fact that she was away from her
actual home in Jackson. The experience of being away, too, influenced Welty and
allowed to write about Mississippi with an intimate insider’s eye as well as with the
understanding of the outsider s perspective. Her moves back and forth between Jackson
and New York suggest that she was constantly plagued with the tug of being an outsider
or an insider.
Welty’s friendships with people from all over the world strengthen my idea that
she was more invested in the people in her life than the place she came from. On Welty’s
relationship with fellow writer Elizabeth Bowen of England, Marrs writes:
At age forty-two she was overwhelmed to discover in an enchanting
foreign land a sort of spiritual older sister, a writer to whom she had
metaphorically been born related.’ She and Bowen were of common
blood, were related in the ways they viewed the world and in the values
that defined them, in ways that overcame the separateness about which
Eudora had so often written (Marrs 199).
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Welty and Bowen were related not by familial blood, but by “common blood,

Marrs’

use of this wording shows the strength of the bond between the women, and this bond
grew in a place away from Welty’s home in Mississippi, in London. This bond was not
formed because they shared the same profession or had mutual friends, but because their
friendship was based on mutual views and values. Welty and Bowen’s special friendship
gave Welty a feeling of belonging and allowed her another circle to belong to, but this
time with Elizabeth in London. The two visited and wrote each other for the rest of their
lives.
Living at home with her widowed mother and acting as aunt to her dead brothers’
children, Welty often felt the urge to leave Mississippi, especially later in her life when
her success as a writer was a sure thing. Marrs reveals the dilemma of staying at home in
Mississippi versus feeling at home elsewhere:
Jackson, despite Eudora s close ties there, was not a place with which she was
content. She was still disgusted with Mississippi politics, she knew her prospects
for love and romance were dim in Jackson, she longed for a more vibrant cultural
life, and her most intimate, confiding friendships were not with people in Jackson
but in New York and environs...It seems clear that Eudora was conflicted, that
she simultaneously wanted to leave Mississippi and remain there. Working with
her mother in the garden they both loved, living in the house her father had built,
being near to lifelong friends and to her brothers’ families, escaping the
aggressiveness and fast pace of New York all appealed to Eudora(Marrs 231).
Welty’s ties to people at home (most importantly her widowed mother, father’s memory,
her brothers’ families, old friends) kept her there but people in New York City pulled her
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North. What was most difficult for Welty: “She could not be wholly satisfied by either
Manhattan or Jackson”(Marrs 232), Later we will see how Welty uses her experience not
fitting it to craft her characters.
Was there a difference for Welty, between being in Jackson and being in
Manhattan? In her 1984 short autobiography “One Writer’s Beginnings,” Welty reveals
her feelings about place: “Crossing a river, crossing a line, crossing a state line—
especially crossing the line you couldn’t see but knew was there, between the South and
the North—you could draw a breath and feel the differences”{OWB 49). For someone
who has never left home, how would he know the difference in a place if he could not
physically see one? Welty says the differences are instinctual and sensual, and she felt
these every time she left or came back home. I think the differences are instinctual
because we define our place by all of the things it is not, so we are really clear about
qualities of other places that are not a part of our place.
Welty’s internal struggle with her desire to leave home for her own emotional
security and the obligation she felt to care for her mother, who would otherwise be living
alone, comes through in her fiction. “Surely Eudora longed for freedom from a mother
she cherished, a freedom that involved not a literal death, but the metaphorical death of
guilt, and that allowed for the kind of sensual experience...longing is implicit in [some of
her work](Marrs 167). Welty s internal pull to remain with her widowed mother had a
lot to do with her remaining in Jackson. She felt guilty for her desire to be away from a
life impressed upon her, and also guilty for her escapes from Jackson and from
Mississippi.
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Marrs notes not only the difficulty of leaving home, but also the necessity of it for
Eudora: “Though she cherished her family and friends in Jackson, she had relished the
discovery of a widening circle of friends who shared her own passion and commitment to
artistic lives. She also relished being free from the familiar world of home,from the town
where she and her family were so well known,from familial duties and responsibilities
and restraints...in New York, she had lived independently, spending a great deal of time
with friends but also treasuring her solitude [...]. [Her travels in] Europe,save one.
were made without a companion, and in Europe she typically had a room of her own in a
hotel not shared with family or friends”(Marrs 209). In a time when neither Mississippi
nor New York solved Welty’s bouts of melancholy, periods of solitude served her as a
time to recuperate and reflect on her two worlds surrounded by friends.
With all of the personal ups and down Welty faced, she still used the familiar
South as a backdrop for the majority of her fiction. What she could not escape was the
tangibility of the South, and she agreed with a writer friend on its effect:

44 6

I think

Elizabeth [Bowen] must be right when she says there is a real thing to feel in the south
ness of South,(only she said it better) ■you do feel it as a geographical sensation

9 ^5

(Marrs 195). Welty was aware of her grasp on the places she would create for her
characters, and in some sense, the places were another character she had to mold:
“Towns, like people, had clear identities and your imagination could go out to meet
them” {OWB 50). Towns can also play the part of characters, as much as people, because
they have clear identities and Welty makes the towns approachable to the reader because
she creates them with her insider’s knowledge and allows the reader to also gain that
knowledge, so much so that You would know those towns again, recognize the salient
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detail, seen so close up”{OWB 50). The towns do not invite you to become a part of
their community, but they do allow you a view into their world through the interactions
of the characters and the treatment and feelings of the insider and outsider characters.
When melancholy was not the force behind Eudora’s travels, restlessness often
motivated the writer s movements, as Marrs notes: “She began to spend extended periods
in Manhattan, subletting apartments, seeking a more profound sense of fulfillment than
she had yet known. She was restless, moving back and forth between her native state and
the city that had become a second home, but she was neither isolated nor alienated”
(Marrs 211). What did make Welty comfortable in either city were her friends. “[Welty]
and seven other friends gathered almost weekly for dinner, conversation, and parlor
games; they called themselves the Basic Eight” and it was this circle of friends once
again allowed Welty insider’s intimacy and sense of belonging (Marrs 214). These kinds
of friendships dominated Welty s life, but as a single middle-aged woman living alone in
New York City or a liberal, quirky, writer spinster living with her widowed mother in
Mississippi she also knew the feeling of living as an outsider. These two contrasting
emotions allowed Welty to build relationships and characters where both of these
sentiments were felt, even at the same time by the same person, in much the same way
that Welty herself must have felt, as we will see in her fiction.
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Delta Wedding and The Optimises Daughter:“Will the Circle Be Unbroken?^’
Knowing what we know now about Welty’s life and her own thoughts on people
and the way they connect you to places, we see how she translates her own understanding
into her fiction. Her short stories and novels allow intimacy and access through her
descriptions of her characters and the locations. Also, the way she tells of a place in
relation to or in opposition to another place is also very descriptive without directly
telling, and we will see this use of the “other” place in several of her texts, much like how
she went all of her life going back and forth between different places to the people she
cherished. She sets up the distinctions between Laurel’s hometown of Mount Salus,
Mississippi, and her current home in Chicago through the attitudes of the Mount Salus
people and Laurel s interior monologue instead of giving readers every detail about
Chicago. In fact, we learn more about Chicago through our understanding of Mount
Salus because Mount Salus identity is tied to the fact that it is not Chicago, and the same
goes for Fairchilds, Mississippi, in comparison to an)rwhere else in Delta Wedding. The
people from these places function in the same way, because they know who they are
because they know who is not a part of their group. More important than the identity of
place is the identity of people because they embody the place. Without the people, the
place lacks meaning,just as Welty saw in her life.
Welty recalls visiting her mother’s family’s home in West Virginia as a young
child. In the mountains far away from familiar Mississippi, Welty found connection with

"'“Will the Circle Be Unbroken?” is a Christian hymn by Ada R. Habershon and re-arranged by A.P. Carter,
but popularized by country and bluegrass music group Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. The band’s 1972 album was
named this in reflection of the unity of two generations of musicians and their different interpretations of
how music should be played. The group went on to win numerous awards for their consecutive albums all
related to the circle theme and included artists from different generations to show unity within the
country music genre.
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the people she was related to but had never known. She drank from the common dipper
from the well there, which served as a type of ritual induction into their lives. She
remembers. The coldness, the dark, unseen, unheard springs of what was in my mouth
now, the iron strength of its flavor that drew my cheeks in, its fem-laced smell, all said
mountain mountain mountain as I swallowed. Every swallow was making me part of
being here, sealing me in place, with my bare feet planted on the mountains”{OWB 63).
Even though Welty commonly writes with personal knowledge, she reveals what it is like
to be an outsider to a place and let in by the people. Here I am reminded of young Laura
in Welty s novel Delta Weddings who as a cousin to the Fairchilds is an outsider to their
intimate familial relationship, but because she still is related, is allowed gradual access.

Delta Wedding

At the first of the novel, the narration reveals Laura’s distance as she has come to
this other place in the Mississippi Delta away from Jackson (here, Welty makes her
home the place that Laura is leaving). The impact of the Fairchilds cannot be missed
from the second Laura steps off the train, as critic Lisa Cade Weiland^ notes,“The
largeness of the Delta landscape is surpassed only by the immensity of the Fairchild
family, who swarm around the station when the train pulls in, a gigantic,
indistinguishable (from each other) mass which overwhelms Laura”(Weiland). The
Fairchild children, Laura s first cousins, are like a pack because they move together and
respond as one unit, like one organism that pulls Laura inward: “Laura was pulled out of
the car and held by the hand, and she would later go to bed with all of them, who like a
^ The article I am citing here is “Cracks in the Wall: Change and Conflict in Eudora Welty’s Delta
bedding,'by Li.sa Cade Weiland, which deals directly with the problems presented by people (most
notably Ellen, Robbie, George, Troy, Laura, Dabney, and Shelley) coming and leaving in the novel.
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litter of puppies all slept together(DW6). Just as quickly as they run to greet Laura, they
are easily sidetracked and then “Laura was deserted” because she does not yet have a
place in their daily routine(DW 6). As more time passes in the big house Marmion,
Laura’s familiarity with the house and the family grows and she can predict the sights,
sounds, and smells of the house, which reveals her growing knowledge with being in the
“other place,” but she also shares these feelings with ones of discomfort and seeing
herself as the “outsider.”

Even though Laura is invited to Dabney’s wedding and everyone seems happy to
see

her, there was an unspoken link missing from the family bond, because Laura does

not completely understand the family’s extravagant way of talking and teasing; she
wonders ‘“Was it possible that it was because they loved one another so, that it made them
set little traps to catch one another? They looked with shining eyes upon their kin, and all
their abundance of love, as if it were a devilment, was made reckless, and inspired or was
belittled in fun, though never, so far.

was it said out. They had never told Laura they

loved her”(DW 19). Despite that Laura is their cousin and everyone joyfully welcomes
her arrival, the family and their intimacies take time to figure out. Laura’s Aunt Ellen,
who married into the legendary Fairchild family, makes the closest bond with Laura
because she shares the outsider understanding and how easy it is to be overwhelmed by
the fact

that “to be a Fairchild was an inescapable thing”{DWAl)

The language of mythology about the Fairchilds (and how being one is
inescapable) begins right away, and extends to all members of the family, like the girls
who looked “like marvelous mermaids down

a transparent sea”(DW 9). ThatWelty

chose the word “transparent” tells us that the girls act a certain way because they live
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their lives as if on stage

verything they do is watched and judged by other members of

the family to assure that they are doing their part to keep up the family legend of
elegance, beauty, happiness, and perfection. I think Welty chose an ancient mythological
creature that rules underwater kingdoms to show that the Fairchilds see themselves as
unlike, untouchable and incomparable to other people.
The Fairchilds are very selective when they chose who they allow into their
family by means of marriage for fear of tainting the family legend. Troy, Dabney’s
fiance, also represents the outsider perspective, but Troy works as the Fairchilds*
overseer prior to his engagement to Dabney, which allows him to become inculcated into
the Fairchild way before the marriage pact is made. Troy and Ellen are nonthreatening
outsiders because they are willing to abandon whatever they represent to yield to the
Fairchilds. Weiland agrees with my argument that Welty creates a collection of
outsiders, with Ellen then Troy as the closest to belonging, because as Weiland notes
“Ellen and Troy are ‘acceptable’ outsiders because they never challenge the family
overtly and because their marriages into the Fairchild family do not result in family
members moving away from the Delta”(Weiland). They are unlike Laura who comes
from Jackson and whose living parent is not a Fairchild, and Robbie whose marriage to
George forces a move from Fairchilds to Memphis—the antithesis of Shellmound.
The language used by the Fairchilds makes Laura more aware of her place in
limbo as a family member who is yearning for that acceptance Welty felt(as noted in her
use of the cold well water as a metaphor for those feelings of yearning) with the
possessive “our” added to the word “people.” The Fairchilds make sure to distinguish
themselves as different from any other family, and are at times caught up with themselves
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and ignore other ongoings of life, which is reflected in how they talk about others’ and
their own family. One young cousin, India, asks elderly Aunt Primrose who one family
member was, and instead of patiently telling the child about her complicated and large
family tree, she snaps at India, because “It made her nervous for people not to keep their
kinfolks and their tragedies straight”{DW 58). It is very important to the Fairchilds to
keep their oral histories active, and they regard them as legends, as evidenced in how
much importance the aunts place on a family token, a nightlight passed down through
generations, when giving it to Dabney as a wedding present: “And Aunt Mashula loved
it—[she] waited for Uncle George^ waited for him to come home from the Civil War till
the lightning one early morning stamped her picture on the windowpane. You've seen it,
India, it’s her ghost you hear crying up in the bayou” to which Aunt Primrose responds
“Jim Allen [another aunt] wants all the ghosts kept straight”(DW57).
The Fairchilds care more about the remembrance of the past than the present.
They repeat the story of Uncle George and Maureen’s accident with the Yellow Dog train
in this same way (“It was almost a tragedy”), as Laura recognizes “all of them told
happenings like narrations, chronological and careful, as if the ear of the world listened
and wished to know surely”(DW 23). When tragedies occur, they focus on how they
overcame them, and the same goes for near-tragedies. They think how they persevere is
everyone else’s focus too because of their self-appointed importance.
Tied to the Fairchild family legend is the myth of the Delta, that is exists above
other places and that people from there are better. I suggest that the Fairchilds think they
are better than everyone else therefore they also think people from the Delta, as they are.

This is George vSr., who is dead, not the living Uncle George who is married to Robbie Reid.
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are better than others. Troy, who will marry Dabney in the wedding the novel is named
for, is not from the Delta, and the family goes through a moral dilemma over the course
of the novel trying to accept Troy. He seems like them, so is allowed in the circle, but not
without doubt. That a non-Deltan could be like them is troubling to the Fairchilds’
identity, as Shelley expresses:
Shelley could only think in her anger of the convincing performance Troy
had given as an overseer bom and bred. Suppose a real Deltan, a planter,
were no more real than that. Suppose a real Deltan only imitated another
Deltan. Suppose the behavior of all men were actually no more than this—
imitation of other men. But it had previously occurred to her that Troy was
trying to imitate her father.(Suppose htvfather imitated...oh, not he!){DW
259).
Shelley responds in typical Fairchild fashion—to put the Fairchilds at the center of the
universe—and repeats to herself that Fairchild men are the examples of perfection to all
other men. Her fear which is revealed here is that Fairchild men may be like any other
men. which if true, completely violates the Fairchilds’ belief that they are unique and
superior.
More of Laura’s feelings as outsider come through during her stay, as we are
allowed into her psyche:
Laura generally hesitated just a little in every doorway. Jackson was a big
town, with twenty-five thousand people, and Fairchilds was just a store
and a gin and a bridge and one big house, yet she was the one who felt like
a little country cousin when she arrived [...] Demonically she tried to be
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part of it—she took a breath and whirled, went ahead of herself
everywhere, then she would fall down a humiliated little girl whose grief
[over her dead mother] people never seemed to remember”^(Welty DW
69-70).
Laura desperately wants to be a Fairchild, even though she is a guest who has lost her
mother and the Fairchilds should be trying to please her. The family are oblivious to
others’ problems because they are only affected by what happens to their family, even
though Laura is a cousin and technically part of the family already. As Weiland points
out:
The Fairchilds’ refusal to discuss her mother with Laura, combined with
their virtual disregard of her marriage and life in Jackson, serves to
reinforce Laura’s position as an outsider. She is denied her rightful claim
to the family. The family’s rejection of Laura means that they deny
themselves their niece. Battle’s dead sister’s daughter. Because she never
feels as if she is truly a member of the Fairchild clan, Laura rejects Ellen’s
announcement at the end of the novel that she wishes to keep Laura in
Fairchilds. Laura determines to return to her father in Jackson (Weiland).
Laura’s mother was a Fairchild and therefore so is Laura, but because she was not raised
with the family in Fairchilds at Shellmound,she comes to the Delta as an outsider. The
Fairchilds do not see outside of their frame of reference as the largest family in the town,
which is why India Fairchild calls her family “everybody in creation,” a group to which

^ Laura’s mother has recently died and her father sent her alone from Jackson to the Delta for Dabney’s
wedding. Laura’s mother was Battle's sister.
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Laura does not exactly fit, so she must ultimately return to Jackson once the wedding
festivities are over(DW 76).
The Fairchilds are almost cult-like in their adherence to tradition, which includes
their obsession with themselves and where they are from, which is Fairchilds,
Mississippi. They completely embody the place they are from—figuratively and literally.
The idea of people and their place comes through in a scene where Ellen is walking
through the woods, and comes across a girl there. She tells the girl “You’re no Fairchilds
girl or Inverness girl or Round Bayou or Greenwood girl. You’re a stranger to me [...]
You’re at the end of the world out here!” and when the girl asks the way to the road.
44 4

That way.’ Ellen pointed slowly. ‘Memphis,’ she said. When her voice trembled, the
name seemed to recede from something else into its legendary form, the old Delta
synonym for pleasure, trouble, and shame”{DW 93). The idea of going out of the Delta is
ominous for the Fairchilds because their world is all-encompassing and they cannot
imagine a good place outside of their own^.
Even though Ellen has married into the Fairchild family and is seen as different
from them, she adheres to their way of life, but not without their recurring judgment, as
Aunt Tempe tells India “[Your mother] has never leaned what is reprehensible and what
is not, in the Delta”{DW 25). The Fairchilds think they make all the mles, and although
Ellen tries to fit into their mold, they always point out her differences and think of them
as shortcomings. In Ellen’s case, however, they point out her differences in a loving way
to get her to become more like them, which is different from how they treat Robbie, who
they know is incapable of becoming any like them. Even biologically the Fairchilds

^ For further discussion of Welty’s use of place in her fiction, see Jan Nordby Gretlund’s Eiidora Welty's
Aesthetics of Place.
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dominate, because Ellen notices that not one of her children looked like her and she
would be “as astonished as Battle now to see her own ways or looks dominant”{DW 27).
Even when Ellen tries to teach her children to act differently than the Fairchilds, an aunt
or her husband Battle correct her, as in the scene when India wants to tell the preacher
about the Yellow Dog train almost running over George and cousin Maureen, she says
she wants to relay the story because ‘“I can make it good—make everybody cry.’” Ellen
repeatedly directs India to tell the story “simply,” but Battle hushes Ellen, telling her
46 6

Let her alone, Ellen.’”{DW 75). Obediently Ellen allows India to tell the story
dramatically in a way that most praises George.
This same feeling is echoed by Dabney later in the novel when she talks about
trying to imagine herself outside of Shellmound*: “Even closing your eyes, you see only
the line of trees at Shellmound. Is it the world? If Shellmound were a little bigger, it
would be the same as the world entirely...” {DW289). And so the Fairchild legend
continues because they constantly remind each other of how they are supposed to be.
according to their family’s past. Their legend has less to do with what others think of
them, because to the Fairchilds, they are the world and it is their opinion only that
matters. The are only affected by what they can control, because as Welty notes
everything came to Shellmound to them [...] Laura from her earliest memory had heard
how they ‘never seemed to change at all’”{DW 17).
Part of this family legend is exclusivity, which even the youngest member of the
family. Bluet, picks up on. As the girls are all bathing and getting ready for Dabney’s
upcoming nuptials to Troy, Laura is locked out of the bathroom and Bluet puts her in her

The name of Ihe Fairchild home.
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place about what she is allowed and not allowed to say, encroaching upon Laura’s
comfort level in the family. Laura overheard Dabney giving Bluet rules to abide by, such
as never bragging or lying. Then,“Laura banged on the door. ‘Let me in! I have to get
9(

ready to!’ [. . .] ‘And, Bluet,’ said Laura comfortably,‘you musn’t ever steal. Don’t you
tell me,’ said Bluet gently, ‘just Dabney,’’{DW 274). Just when Laura is starting to feel
as if she belongs to this large family, the youngest member reminds her that she is an
outsider and cannot tell her things as if she’s her sister. There is a fine line between
Laura’s belonging and not belonging, and it often depends on the mood of the family, as
we see a scene later when she gives Uncle George a present of a pipe and he tells her
4

You’re growing up to be a real little Fairchild before you know it.’ [Laura] was filled
with happiness”{DW 275). Laura is stuck in a type of Fairchild limbo where they mark
her as becoming part of family but still different somehow because she is not a Fairchild.
Similar to how we define a place by all that it is not, the Fairchilds know who they are by
who they are not. Laura fits into this “not” category, and while an encompassing feeling
of belonging is at times temporarily extended to Laura, we see just how secluded she
feels through her feelings about playing a singing circle game with all of her cousins:
The song and the game were dreamlike to her. It was nice to have
[cousin] Shelley in the circle, but then it was lovely to have her out. It was
funny how sometimes you wanted to be in the circle and then you wanted
out in a rush. Sometimes the circle was for you, sometimes against you, if
you were It. Sometimes in the circle you longed for the lone outside to
come in—sometimes you couldn’t wait to close her out. It was never a
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good circle unless you were in it, catching hands, and knowing the song.
A circle was ugly without you {DW9A-95).
Welty uses a child's interpretation of a game as way to comment on being an outsider
both to the the people and the place and how it takes time for both to let someone in
because of how closely they are intertwined. Welty enlists this same technique in the
next scene, where we see more how Laura thinks about her cousins who were “a clan.
They all said things, and they all kissed one another, and yet they all had secret, despiting
ways to happiness. At hide-and-seek a trick could be played on Laura, for she was still
outside"(DW 96). No matter how close Laura gets to becoming part of the family, a
reminder always comes to show she is not a Fairchild, even though “she wanted so badly
to be taken to their hearts (never wondering is she had not been, at any time before her
own wish) that she almost knew what the Fairchilds were like, what to expect”(DW 100).
Even the physical place of Shellmound has an encapsulating feel: “Above in an unbroken
circle, all around the wheel of the level world, lay silvery-blue clouds whose edges
melted" which shows how the environment of Shellmound closes out the rest of the
world(DW 37).
Welty finally gives Laura’s sentiments relief with the use of Robbie, Uncle
George’s wife, who has separated from George but decides to come back for him. This
does not go over well with the Fairchild clan, however, who feel that George has been
wronged, and therefore the Fairchilds have been wronged. Part of their dislike for
Robbie is that she is not a Fairchild, which complicates the Fairchilds’ values and adds an
ironic sense to marriage—the Fairchilds want to perpetuate their legend but do not want
to extend it to anyone outside of the family. Their strict adherence to their belief that the
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legend is theirs only threatens the continuance of the family tradition. I argue that we can
think of the Fairchilds as a body instead of individual body parts, because it is the family
as a whole that they try to maintain. Members of the family are partly anonymous
because they serve the greater function of the family. When Robbie enters the house and
asks for George, “India or somebody" responds to his whereabouts(DW202). When the
family is together, they function as a unit, not independently, which is why it so hard to
become part of the group—they do not need any extraneous parts that do not fit perfectly
or do not understand how the machine works.
Dabney is the first Fairchild who notices that George may not be just like
everyone else, as she remember when George stopped a fight between two black workers,
“all the Fairchild in her had screamed at his interfering—at his taking part—caring about
anything in the world but them [. . .] George loved the world, something told her
suddenly. Not them! Not them in particular’’(DW46). The Fairchilds still love George
the most even though “he was different, somehow. Perhaps the heart was always made
of different stuff and had a different life from the rest of the body’’(DW42). That George
represents the heart of the family suggests that he thinks and feels differently from the
rest, who Just act as the body functioning as one, which is why he falls in love with
Robbie and ignores his family’s opinions about her. He is allowed to go against family
rules because he is loved the most and loves the most—they repeat he is kindest member
of the family. Dabney is like George because she too marries an outsider—Troy—of
whom the family does not immediately approve. She shares with George that
restlessness to get away from the Fairchilds and how she feels different from them.
especially after they seem to disapprove of her choice of Troy:
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But [the Fairchilds] simply never looked deeper than the flat surface of any
tremendous thing, that was all there was to it. They didn’t try to understand her at
all, her love, which they were free, welcome to challenge and question. In fact.
here these two old aunts were actuaWyforgiving it. All the Fairchilds were
indulgent—indulgence was what she couldn’t stand! The night light![The
wedding present the aunts bestow upon Dabney,though it is not the item she
wants; they give it to her because they love it] Uncle George they indulged too.
but they could never hurt him as they could hurt her—she was a little like him.
only far beneath, powerless, a girl(DW60).
This feeling of powerlessness Dabney has is why she is not able to escape to the extent
George does. Troy does not present the threat that Robbie does because he conforms to
the family and does not want to take Dabney far away from her family. Troy is an
outsider because he is not from the Delta, but as the overseer on the Fairchild plantation.
he adopts their lifestyle and beliefs. Still, he is a seen as a threat, and Battle is hesitant to
let Dabney marry him. The aunts “sound actually frightened of Troy” but comfort
themselves by acknowledging to Dabney ‘“It’s not as if you were going out of the Delta,
of course’”{DW 55-56). Going out of the Delta is so bad because it means leaving the
family, as George does, except they blame Robbie for this instead of George.
While visiting the aunts’ house The Grove, Dabney,“[felt] them all looking at
her. And all the little parlor things [family heirlooms] she had a moment ago cherished
she suddenly wanted to break. Once she had seen Uncle George, without saying a word,
clench his fist in the dining room at home—the sweetest man in the Delta”(D1V53).
Welty gives us Dabney’s interior thoughts to reveal that under the surface not everyone
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wants to be part of the family all of time, but instead of defacing the family legend by
telling everyone that, the solution is to leave. George will go back to Memphis with
Robbie and Dabney to Marmion with Troy. Dabney, however, does not make the break
that George does because she marries a man who obliges to the Fairchild legend and
decides to live in a house on the Fairchild plantation. It is mostly the aunts who make
Dabney feel so uncomfortable, and after admitting she hopes to have a baby quickly after
marrying Troy, the aunts silently cry and our narrator reveals that “the aunts might have
been going to insist that they stay to supper, if Dabney hadn’t said something a little ugly,
a little unbecoming for Battle’s daughter’’{DW 62-63). Of course, Dabney is held to the
family of standards of only speaking about certain topics, and because she violated a rule
she was not invited to stay with the aunts longer.
The aunts are the members of the family who try to maintain the family legend—
they have never married and still live in The Grove with most of the family heirlooms
and it is they who tell stories about past generations to the younger ones—and it is from
them that most judgment comes. Their siblings and nieces and nephews have all married
non-Fairchilds and brought them into the family; though with different results: Ellen
acquiesces to Battle and his family, Troy works to prove he is worth of Dabney despite
disdain from the family, and Robbie is hated and would be gotten rid of if not for
consideration of George’s happiness. When George first arrives at Shellmound and tells
that Robbie left him four days ago. Battle says ‘“And we can’t let poor [old aunt] Tempe
know—she Just couldn’t cope with this’ [...] ‘Hard enough on Tempe to have Dabney
marrying the way she is, and after Mary Denis married a Northern man and moved so far
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off. Can't tell Primrose and Jim Allen and hurt them’”{DW66). The aunts see leaving
for marriage as abandonment of the family.
Ellen, too, knows the aunts would do anything to maintain their family, even if it
meant raising all the children by themselves and would “start by throwing Troy Flavin in
the bayou in front of the house and letting the minnows chew him up”{DW 87). Battle
also clearly does not want Troy in their family, but he cares about Dabney (or, more so
about indulging her). His thoughts about Robbie and and Troy are revealed when giving
George advice on how to handle Robbie: “I’d go find little Upstart Reid [Robbie] myself,
and kill her. No, I’d set her and Flavin together and feed ‘em to each other.’”(DW82).
While usually his contempt for Troy is more masked, when Dabney is not around Battle
speaks freely about his disapproval, and compares Troy here to Robbie, the ultimate
outsider. Shelley’s internal thoughts are not often exposed, but through her diary entry we
see her understanding of her family, as taught by Aunt Jim Allen: “all together we have a
wall, we are self-sufficient against people that come up knocking, we are solid to the
outside,” but also how she disagrees with what she has always been taught and can see
beyond the family legend:
I think one by one we’re all more lonely than private and more lonely than selfsufficient. I think Uncle [George] takes us one by one but Papa [Battle] takes us
all together and loves us by the bunch [...]!feel we should all be cherished but
not all together in a bunch—separately, but not one to go unloved for the other
love. In the world, 1 mean. Shellmound and the world. Mama says shame, that we
forget about Laura, and we loved her mother so much we never mention her name
or we would all cry. We are all unfair people. We are such sweet people to be so
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spoiled. George spoils us, does not reproach us, praises us, even,for what he feels
is weak in us {DW 110-1 11).
George, as the living hero of the family, sees too what is ugly and untrue about the
Fairchilds, and he marries Robbie and moves to Memphis to escape it instead of staying
in his home (The Grove).
Robbie serves the role as the outsider’s perspective to show further how and what
the Fairchilds think about themselves, and consequentially, about others. When Robbie
returns to Shellmound for the wedding and to make amends with Uncle George. The
entire family lectures Robbie about her treatment of “George Fairchild [...] Except for
Denis Fairchild, the sweetest man ever bom in the Delta,” wanting to know from her
Why" and ‘“How could you?’”{DW 207-208). They hold George to the “Denis
standard,” because Denis is the legendary Fairchild who is most often referred to by the
family because of his honor and bravery, as Weiland also notes:
Significantly, however, the details of[Denis’] death are not given, nor is
there any evidence of courageous action [...] Nonetheless, the fact of
Denis’ heroism is less important than the family’s unflagging belief in it.
Through their mythmaking,the Fairchilds elevate Denis’ story to the
status of a legend. The legend is necessary for their sense of themselves as
superior and honorable. At the same time, repeating it ensures a collective
history and helps to keep the family stable and unified as a community
(Weiland).
Just as the legend that makes up Denis’ heroism is founded on unknown reasons, the
family heirlooms that they pass down to each generation lack meaning; some portraits
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hanging in the bedrooms that are of strangers carry as much weight as the portraits of
ancestors that fill the library, but they both are hung with pride because they help form
the legend of abundance and endurance. The real significance of the portraits and
Denis’s legacy is not as important as the repetition of their importance to the family.
This repetition is even repeated in what objects they deem worthy of keeping,such as
“every ornamental plate around the rail different because painted by a different aunt at a
different time"{DW 8). The aunt’s art becomes part of the house because they put their
mark on an integral part of the structure of the house, the stairs. Connections to the longdead relatives become more of an association to the past and not necessarily to each
individual, which is proved by the different plates from different aunts from different
times all on the same staircase.
Legends about Battle exist too, enforced by his role as patriarch of the family. At
Laura’s first dinner at Shellmound we see how his boys repeat their father’s appearance:
“[Uncle Battle’s] thick fair hair over his bulging brow had been combed with water
before he came to the table, exactly like Orrin’s, Roy’s, Little Battle’s, and Ranny’s [...]
Laura was ever hopeful that she would see Uncle Battle the Fire-eater take up some fire
and eat it’’{DW 13). Laura has obviously heard a story about Battle eating fire, and like
other Fairchilds‘ legends, regardless of the story’s truth its continued telling reinforces
Battle as a mythological figure. His name, as well, provides an image of strength and
honor, and of course they passed his name on to a male child. As Welty tells us “The
boys were only like all the Fairchilds, but it was the boys and the men that defined the
family always. All the girls knew it [. .. Traits] either the young men copied from older
ones or the older ones always kept [. ..] All the Fairchilds in the Delta looked alike’’{DW
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16). Each younger generation looks like and acts like the older in some way, but with
each new generation something changes slightly. This was something else they prided
themselves in, that every generation performed exactly the same, as our narrator reveals:
“All the Fairchild men (the only-maid sister, Jim Allen, would recite that like a bit of
catechism) were six feet tall by the time they were sixteen and weighed two hundred
pounds by the time they were forty”(DW 27). Welty’s choice of words here again shows
us how devout the Fairchilds are to their legend, regardless of its truth, as we see that
“George [. . .] as if he were not a throwback to the type”{DW27). Their intense intention
on controlling their legend is apparent in that they all are bom left-handed but are broken
of the habit because of its impropriety.
The narration of the scene about Denis’ legacy more fully develops the Fairchilds
as a unit whose sole concentration is themselves, as the narrator enters Robbie’s thoughts:
“What vanity was here! [. . .] What they felt was second. They had something else in
them first, themselves [. . .] The Fairchilds! [...] their smile had said more plainly than
words. Bow down, you love our George, enter on your knees and we will pull you up and
pet and laugh at you fondly for it-

we can! We will bestow your marriage on you, little

Robbie”{DW 208). Their code is clearly translated to mean no one is good enough to
become part of their family and anyone who penetrates their group will be treated as
such. For the Fairchilds, everything comes second, even emotions, as Welty notes,
because putting something before the family risks losing or weakening the legend of their
identity.
While Robbie and Laura both represent outsiders, Robbie’s role is at times in
contrast to Laura’s, because Laura is admitted to be part of the group’s unity, and as
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critics agree. The Fairchilds are openly to hostile to Robbie. Robbie is a risk to the
Fairchilds because she is sure to spoil the legend with children that are only halfFairchild. This fear materializes when a bird enters the house when she does, an omen
believed to bring death. In another sense like Laura, Robbie is stuck in Fairchild limbo
because they do not know what to do with her—they do not want George to be with
Robbie because she is not a Fairchild, but they do not want her to leave him because that
would violate their legend of happiness and superiority. Aunt Mac accuses Robbie of
marrying George for his money, and she responds with the most damning accusation: “I
married him because he begged me!”(DW211). Because Ellen married into the
Fairchilds and has been accepted, she is able to enter the mindset of an outsider for a
moment to imagine what the reaction would be had more members of the family been
present to hear Robbie, because Robbie only yells at the old deaf aunts. Everyone
including Ellen ignore Robbie’s answer, and if they had heard, surely “They would
disbelieve”(DVF213).
As critics^^ note, Robbie serves as that threat, especially when she loses her temper
and reveals to them the reality and truth behind their legend. When Aunt Mac tells
Robbie to leave or to silence herself because her blasphemy is not tolerated at
Shellmound, Robbie yells:
“You’re all a spoiled, stuck-up family that thinks nobody else is really in
the world! But they are! You’re just one plantation [...] You’re not even
rich! You’re Just medium. Only four gates to get here, and your house
needs a coat of paint! You don’t even have one of those little painted

9

For more discourse on marriage lies in Delta Wedding, see various essays in Eudora Welty: Critical
Essays edited by P.W. Prenshaw.
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wooden niggers to hitch horses to [...] My sister Rebel is right. You’re
either born spoiled in the world or you’re bom not spoiled. And people
keep you that way until you die. The people you love keep you the way
you are.”(DW215).
Of course the Fairchilds will not listen to any alternate possibilities of their importance.
The symbols ot wealth that Robbie points out as missing are ignored, in fact, no one ever
responds to what she says about them; Ellen and the aunts continually bring the
conversation back to their love for George. The do not dare take on the larger issues that
Robbie raises because their family legend is shaky, but because they repeat it to
themselves, they never have to confront reality. Robbie looks further for an explanation
of how the Fairchilds are different from everyone else and how they made you know you
were different from them, telling Ellen:
‘Once I tried to be like the Fairchilds. I thought I knew how.’ [...] Don’t
any people somewhere love other people so much that they want to be—
not like—but the same? I wanted to turn into a Fairchild. It wasn’t that I
thought you were so wonderful. But you all—you don’t ever turn into
anybody. 1 think you are already the same as what you love. So you
couldn’t understand. You’ve just loving yourselves in each other—
yourselves over and over again! [...] You still love them, and they still
love you! No matter what you’ve all done to each other. You don’t need to
know how to love anybody else. Why, you couldn’t love meV {DW217218).
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Robbie solidifies in words the problem of the Fairchilds—they are incapable of loving
anything but themselves, and because they remind themselves of their legend, they think
they are living it and they do not need or want anyone else to become a part of their
family. Robbie suggests that they do not love each other individually, but because each
one is a Fairchild.
Welty uses the Fairchilds in Delta Wedding to tap into something familiar insiders
of a family understand (or, in contrast, may not realize in themselves at all) and outsiders
see but do not comprehend, and she expresses this through Robbie, who is the true
outsider of the novel because she does not try to acclimate or please the group. Robbie
tries to figure out the difference between her and her husband and she can comes up with
this explanation:
Sometimes she thought when he was so out of reach, so far away in his
mind, that she could blame everything on some old story....For he
evidently felt that old stories, family stories, Mississippi stories were the
same as very holy or very passionate, if stories could be those things. He
looked out at the world, at her, sometimes, with that essence of the remote.
proud, over-innocent Fairchild look that she suspected, as if an old story
had taken hold of him—entered his flesh. And she did not know the story
{DW 252).
Robbie’s feelings link with Laura’s here, in that both realize they are outsiders and do not
know the way to be fully inside the story or the game or the circle (and for Robbie, she
will never know, as Ellen does). The difference between Robbie and Laura is that Laura
can move between the world of being an outsider and insider, while Robbie always
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remains on the outside. Welty was more like Laura in that she shifted between outsider
and insider because she never felt fully placated in New York or Mississippi before the
tug of the other place and people called her away.
Just as Dabney echoes her mother’s words about no world existing outside of
Shellmound, she keeps the Fairchild story alive for the next generation, as shown in this
scene between her and her father Battle:
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Are you happy, Dabney?’ Battle had kept

asking her over and over. How strange! Passionate, sensitive, to the point of strain and
secrecy, their legend was happiness. The Fairchilds are the happiest people!* They
themselves repeated it to each other. She could hear the words best in Primrose’s gentle,
persuading voice, talking to Battle or George or one of the little boys”(D1V293). The
novel’s closing presents the family after the wedding, with all problems “worked out”
because of everyone ignoring them, and the Fairchilds seem happy with everyone
temporarily in the circle,just as their legend dictates. Their mythology will continue
because the children have been instilled with the Fairchild virtues, but as more family
members want to leave the Delta for other places,(George for Memphis with Robbie,
Shelley for Europe to travel, and Dabney for another home with Troy)the legend will
slowly disintegrate.

The Optimist's Danshter
The Optimist's Daughter might be considered Welty’s most autobiographical
novel because of the many feelings reflected in Welty’s diaries that are shared with the
work’s main character. Laurel. Details of Laurel’s parents courtship “up home” in West
Virginia mirrors Welty’s memories of visiting her own mother’s homestead in West
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Virginia. Laurel comes from Chicago to visit her ailing father at a New Orleans hospital,
and it is clear from the moment that she arrives that she has remained in Chicago to
escape the traps of being home; for example, she is required to please Judge Clint
McKelva’s new wife Fay, who is young and stubborn and clearly does not like Laurel or
the townspeople that adore Judge McKelva in his hometown of Mount Salus. The Mount
Salus people also have expectations for Laurel to be a member of their community, as her
deceased mother once was. Laurel's desire for a life away from her original home is one
that the people of Mount Salus cannot understand, and they ultimately try to make her
feel guilty for wanting to leave once again when her father dies after an unsuccessful
surgery.
The novel offers two outsider view points for the reader. Fay is an outsider to
Mississippi and even more so to Mount Salus, while Laurel is a Mount Salus native who
willingly moved away and is allowed into the intimate community back at home, but not
without paying the price of guilt for her leaving. We first experience Fay as an outsider
while in the hospital in New Orleans, when she meets another family there waiting on a
relative in surgery who are from Mississippi. The family offers their background and
quiz Fay about hers in an exchange that leaves Fay feeling defensive and shows the
family’s inability to think outside of what is familiar to them, much like the Fairchilds in
Delta Wedding:‘“You from Mississippi? We’re from Mississippi.’[Then Fay responds]
‘I’m not from Mississippi. I’m from Texas.‘ [Fay] let out a long cry. ‘How you like
Mississippi?* Mr. Dalzell’s family asked, almost as in a chorus. ‘Don’t you think it’s
friendly?* said the wizened daughter. ‘I guess I’m used to Texas.’ ‘Mississippi is the
best state in the Union,* said Archie Lee [a male member of the Dalzell family]...‘I
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didn’t say I didn't have kin here. 1 had a grandpa living close to Bigbee, Mississippi,’
Fay said. ‘Now you're talking!' the youngest girl said {OD 36-38). The Dalzell family is
incapable of talking about anything but Mississippi connections to Fay because it is how
they relate everything to themselves. They do not address Fay’s responses that are not
directly in line with something familiar to them, which is why they ignore that she is
from Texas and respond by saying Mississippi is the best state. Not acknowledging
Fay’s statements about Texas despite her lack of agreement about Mississippi’s number
one rank shows that the Dalzells are closed off to alternate ideas or suggestions that
might imply their beliefs are disputed. Mr. Dalzell, Judge McKelva’s hospital roommate,
even thinks they might be kin because they are both from Mississippi, and in senile
banter includes Judge McKelva in a family story.
Before leaving the hospital in New Orleans, Doctor Courtland, a long-time friend
of Judge McKelva who also operated on him and declared him dead, expresses his pity
for Laurel because she must handle her father’s death alone, with “nobody from home
with you”{OD 42). He offers for Laurel to stay the night with his family, thinking they
would serve as comfort to her because they are originally from Mount Salus and “home”
people. Fay and Laurel are staying together at the same hotel, but Doctor Courtland
obviously do not count Fay as someone who could console Laurel because she is an
outsider. Laurel, though, is content to go on her own and refuses the offer. She and Fay
depart the hospital for their hotel, and in the cab ride they pass revelers celebrating Mardi
Gras. Fay is scared and disgusted by the costumes and drunkenness on public display:
“she cried out again, the longing, or the anger, of her whole life all in her voice at one
time, ‘Is it the Carnival?’. Laurel, familiar with the holidays of the city, does not
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respond to Fay: in fact, most of the conversations between the two women consist of Fay
screaming or crying and Laurel talking at Fay because they do not connect on level other
than basic communication. The cab driver is the one who expresses frustration and
annoyance with Fay, not only for her lack of knowledge of New Orleans’ rituals, but also
for her condescension: ‘“Where you from?’ the driver said scornfully. This here is Mardi
Gras nif^ht.'"(OD 43). The cab driver knows that Fay is an outsider because it would be
impossible, in his eyes, to be from near New Orleans and not know how and when Mardi
Gras is.
After Judge McKelva's death Laurel and Fay return to Mount Salus to handle the
funeral arrangements, and we notice immediately that Fay is unaware of the customs of
the Mississippi town when the neighbors come over bringing food and getting the house
ready for the visitation, she demands “What are all these people doing in my house?”
(OD 82). The neighbor women who have known the McKelvas for many years consider
it their place to assist Laurel with the visitation, and think Fay is out of line in how she
reacts to so many townspeople coming to the funeral. The Mount Salus ladies have such
high opinions ot themselves and their manners that they vocalize their disdain for Fay’s
iii

family when they arrive, as Mrs. Pease says

Now what could they want”(OD 66).

Fay’s family members are marked as outsiders from the moment of their arrival and
treated like they do not have the same rights to attend the funeral at the townspeople.
Because they are not part of the community, they do not have a part in the town’s ritual
of having a funeral. They see Mount Salus as a faraway, different place, as expressed by
Fay’s mother Mrs. Chisom admittance that “The kids wanted to all pile in, but their
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mama said you don't ever know what germs you might pick up in a strange place. And
she’s right."{OD 67-68).
Fay is reminded that she is different from the Mount Salus people with the arrival
of her family, and after the funeral she considers taking a trip back to Texas with them
44«

because she needs to fit into her own community for comfort, as she says: I’d just like
to see somebody that can talk my language, that's my excuse.”{OD 97). She and the
Mount Salus people have a different way of communicating their feelings and needs,
which is why they exclude her from their community and why she does not try to
assimilate. Like the Robbie Reid of Delta Wedding, Fay has never and will never belong
to this circle ot people who have strict boundaries and rules of their community. And also
like the Fairchilds and Robbie Reid, the Mount Salus people want to control Fay, which
is why when she suddenly decides to take a trip to Texas with her family the ladies gossip
about her the next day, with Miss Tennyson saying: “And I still felt more ashamed for
Fay when she upped and told us goodbye and went off with the rest of the Chisoms. I
reckon she thought we might not let her go. But we didn’t beg her any too hard to stay,
9^»

did we ?

{OD 110). The ladies like to pretend that they have some control over Fay’s

going and that they could have prohibited her from leaving, even though Fay does not
care about the people of Mount Salus. The ladies also assume that Fay should rather stay
with them in Mount Salus because it is a better place and people than Texas and the
Chisoms.
Mrs. Chisom speaks her mind without consideration of offending anyone, and it is
because she is an outsider that she is able to state the obvious, though the town disagrees
with her observations, as we see in Mrs. Chisom’s view of Laurel: “Mrs. Chisom let go
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[of Laurel's hand] to poke her in the side as if to shame her. ‘So you ain’t got no father,
mother, brother, sister, husband, chick nor child. Not a soul to call on, that’s you.
Laurel remains silent and it is the town who comes to her defense:
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What do you mean!

This girl here's surrounded by her oldest friends!’ The Mayor of Mount Salus stood
there, clapping Laurel on the shoulder. ‘And listen further: bank’s closed, most of the
Square’s agreed to close for the hour of services, county offices closed. Courthouse has
lowered its flag out front, school's letting out early. That ought to satisfy anybody that
comes asking who she's got!"'{OD 69). While the Mayor tries to sound convincing that
Laurel has support from the townspeople, the people are more interested in the event and
spectacle of a public figure's funeral than standing by Laurel, as evidenced by their
insistence on an open casket and that Major Bullock decides Fay’s brother is going to be
a pallbearer without consulting Fay or Laurel. Mrs. Chisom suggests that Laurel’s Mount
Salus friends are ‘‘‘Not like your kin.

and Laurel does not respond, which shows her

silent agreement(OD 69).
We learn that Fay’s parents are actually from Mississippi, though now that they
have been living in Texas for so many years, their birth roots do not make them fit in
better in Mount Salus, even though they seem to believe, like the Dalzells, that
Mississippi is superior and that they are good, strong people because “we both of us come
from good old Mississippi stock!’”(OD 71). After Fay leaves Mount Salus to go back
with her family to Texas, the ladies comment that she fits in better with her own people:
444

The pitiful thing was. Fay didn’t know any better than the rest of’em,she just supposed
she did” {OD 1 1 1). Like the Fairchilds who think of Memphis in disgust, the Mount
Salus people think their way is superior to any thing to come out of Texas. They suppose
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that with some exposure to their “proper” way of life. Fay would have learned their better
ways and forgotten her old way of thinking, but when she is reunited with her family, she
serves as a testament to them their way of life cannot be taught.
Fay and Laurel's reception in Mount Salus also tells us about Laurel’s role in their
community and the beliefs of the people. When they get off the train, “All six of Laurel’s
bridesmaids, as they still called themselves, were waiting on the station platform [...]
Tish Bullock winked at Laurel. It was a moment before she remembered: this was the
bridesmaids' automatic signal in moments of acute joy or distress, to show solidarity”
{OD 49-50). Though the narrative is written in third person. Laurel’s perspective sets the
tone. The language in this passage sets Laurel up as an outsider to the community she
used to be part of, because the bridesmaids call themselves that, not Laurel. The
bridesmaids form one identity for themselves, whereas Laurel sees them individually at
first, until she remembers the way they function as one—all perform the same gesture of
winking to show “solidarity.” Laurel has separated herself both spatially and emotionally
from “the bridesmaids” which is why she does not immediately remember their group
signal. Back at the McKelva house, the bridesmaids function as one, seemingly all
performing the same actions to get Laurel situated and the house ready for the funeral.
Laurel is appreciative of all the neighbors’ help, however, and without them she would be
alone with Fay.
The Mount Salus ladies have their opinions about Fay as an outsider to their
community, and they also try to set Laurel straight in her duties as a daughter of the
South. First, they ignore her identity as a married (although now widowed) woman living
in Chicago, calling her “‘Laurel McKelva,’ just as they always called her”{OD 51).
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Neighbor Miss Tennyson Bullock tells Laurel,“So this time it’s Clint’s turn to bring you
home [. . .] Yes, daughters need to stay put, where they can keep a better eye on us old
folks” {OD 61). By saying this she blames Laurel for her father’s death and insinuates
that he might not have died if she had not moved to Chicago and instead remained loyal
to her role as daughter. This passage also shows how distant Laurel has remained from
Mount Salus, only returning for her parents’ funerals.
The morning of the funeral arrives, as does the whole town of Mount Salus in the
McKelva house. Laurel's wishes to have a closed casket are disputed by Fay and the
townspeople, and neither Fay nor the community consider Laurel’s desire to have her
father’s dead body shielded from the public eye. Fay wants an open casket because she is
flamboyant but the townspeople want to see the Judge one last time because they feel it is
their right as part of the community. Laurel sees a closed casket a sign of respect for her
father, whereas the people see it as disrespect to them, as revealed in the following
passage about Judge McKelva ordering a closed casket for his wife, Becky, and how the
same decision must not be made for his funeral:
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He was respecting her wishes,’ Laurel

said. ‘Not to make her lie here in front of people eyes- ’ ‘And I’ve never forgiven him to
that. Nobody ever really got to tell Becky goodbye,’ Miss Tennyson was saying at the
same time. ‘But honey, your father’s a Mount Salus man. He’s a McKelva. A public
figure. You can’t deprive the public, can you?”{OD 63). Miss Tennyson thinks of the
Judge first as part of the institution of the town, then of his family. She does not talk
about him in personal terms but as his meaning in the community, which is why Laurel’s
wish for a closed casket is overlooked.
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Jusi like Denis and George in Delta Wedding, Welty makes Judge McKelva the
standout character by whom the community sets its standards. The funeral attracts all
different crowds from the community because the Judge was a public figure, as the
Presbyterian minister's wife point out when she arrives: “T’m afraid my husband’s
running a little late. You know people like this don’t die every day in the week. He’s
sitting at home in his bathrobe now, tearing his hair, trying to do him justice.’”(OD 64).
The death of Judge McKelva even requires a different, more intense kind of mourning.
Dot, McKelva's secretary until he retired, recalls when she bought an expensive board
game and he told her not to feel guilty for buying it and to enjoy it. Miss Tennyson says
she had forgotten about the board game, and “Dot gave her a bitter look, almost as if
she’d said she’d forgotten about Judge McKelva. ‘Tennyson,’ she said across his body,
‘I’m never going to speak to you again.’”{OD 65). The memories related to Judge
McKelva are almost holy, in Dot's eyes, showing that he was a hero in the town’s eyes.
Jan Nordby Gretlund, in his book Eiidora Welty*s Aesthetics ofPlace, notes that
in Delta Wedding “The preservation of any relic of family history is at times carried to
ridiculous lengths at Shellmound”(Gretlund 164). We see this preservation at Judge
McKelva’s funeral, with all the community rituals carried out and stories being told.
Mount Salus plays the role of the Fairchilds in The Optimist’s Daughter
family unit is broken upon its introduction with Laurel living in Chicago as a widow, and
Fay from Texas serving as an insubstantial stepmother. Although Gretlund focuses on
their adherence to family ritual to protect the past, I see it as an effort to protect who they
are (admittedly, this is a definition related to but not dependent upon the past)from
outsider’s influences.
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Back ai home. Laurel realizes why she stays away from a life she no longer sees
as hers. She says that Mount Salus now has a fairy tale quality to it because it is so
drastically different than what she wants. Like the Fairchilds, the people of Mount Salus
come together to create or recreate legends and memory of people who are both living
and dead. As we see at the wake at the Judge’s house, the townspeople’s storytelling
makes a hero out of Judge McKelva, and they even incorporate lies to shape the memory
of the dead, and it is only Laurel, now the outsider, who thinks what they are doing is
wrong, as we sec in the following .scene after Major Bullock tells a concocted story about
his long-time friend and and interaction with the Ku Klux Klan:
‘1 don't think that was father,' Laurel said low to Tish [Major Bullock’s
daughterl, who had come up beside her. Major Bullock was going
irrepressibly on. [. ..] ‘He hadn’t any use for what he called theatrics,’
Laurel was saying. ‘In the courtroom or anywhere else. He had no
patience for show.’ [Despite Laurel’s objections. Major Bullock continues
his dramatic story] ‘He’s trying to make Father in to something he wanted
to be himself,' said Laurel. ‘Bless his heart,’ mourned Tish beside her.
‘Don’t spoil it for Daddy.’ ‘But I don’t think it’s fair «ow,’ said Laurel.[..
.] ‘Father was really modest,’ Laurel said to him.‘Honey, what do you
mean? Honey, you were away. You were sitting up yonder in Chicago,
drawing pictures. Major Bullock told her.{OD 80).
This scene is really loaded because we get three perspectives—those of Tish, Laurel, and
Major Bullock. Major Bullock ignores the personality of his friend and makes him out to
be .something he was not, and then further implies that by making a life in Chicago,
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Laurel is doing something wrong and that she cannot contribute anything meaningful in
another place, especially one that seems so far away and foreign to the people who do not
think outside of Mississippi terms. He belittles her profession and purpose in Chicago and
his daughter Tish belittles Laurel's discontent with how incorrectly her father is
portrayed. Tish was one of Laurel's bridesmaids, and that she and Laurel now have
differing opinions shows Laurel's mental and emotional schism from Mount Salus. Tish
is still part ot their community and so she goes along with the “theatrics” of the story and
chastises Laurel for speaking out against the way in which the town is trying to
memorialize her father.
Laurel is clearly troubled by the story that was just told, as we see when Laurel
admits to Mrs. Adele (Dr. Courtland's sister) her frustration and disagreement with the
lies being told about her father in an attempt by the people to glorify him,though in
Laurel’s eyes they make a mockery of him because they tell things that aren’t true:
‘What's happening isn’t real,’ Laurel said, low. ‘The ending of a man’s
life on earth is very real indeed,’ Miss Adele said. ‘But what people are
saying.’ [. . .1 Here, helpless in her own house among people he’d known,
and who’d known him, since the beginning, her father seemed to Laurel to
have reached at this moment the danger point in his life. ‘Did you listen to
their words?’ [Laurel] asked.[Miss Adele tries to blame the over-the-top
storytelling on the attempt to compete with and impress the Chisoms,
Fay’s family.] ‘This is still his house. After all, they’re still his guests.
They’re misrepresenting him—falsifying, that’s what Mother would call
it.’ [. . .] ‘He never would have stood for lies being told about him. Not at
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any lime. Not ever.' ‘Yes he would,’ said Miss Adele. ‘If the truth might
hurt the wrong person.' ‘I'm his daughter. I want what people say now to
be the truth.'(OD 82-83).
There is a clear line of distinction between the beliefs of Miss Adele, who is a
representation of the community, and of Laurel. Miss Adele’s justification of telling lies
for the sake ot community contrasts Laurel's desire for truth in the representation of her
father. Her division trom the thoughts of the Mount Salus people mark Laurel as an
outsider both to her and them. Laurel speaks of the Mount Salus people as a danger to
her father because of how they threaten to destroy the true memory of him. They sacrifice
the honor ol Judge McKelva to maintain a town legend about their heroic public figure,
even though the legend depends on lies. Welty’s choice of the word “blundering” used
when Laurel sees the pallbearers carrying her fathers casket is s)onbolic of how Laurel
interprets the damage being done to her father—the town is gentle with neither the
memory of Judge McKelva nor his body as it lays in its casket{OD 88).
At the graveside burial. Laurel’s seclusion from the world of Mount Salus
intensifies. Fay arranged for the Judge to be buried in a new section of the cemetery,
away from Laurel's deceased mother and the Judge’s first wife (she dies during their
marriage), as well as the rest of the McKelva family—a realization that leaves Laurel
stunned and silent. Laurel becomes almost entranced at the funeral and burial, unable to
hear anything spoken to her or about her father by the preacher. She internalizes her grief
because she knows no way to express it that abides by the Mount Salus code, as
evidenced by the viewing at her father’s home earlier that morning. The funeral is even a
model for the town’s “theatrics,” as Laurel commented at the viewing, because the whole
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town comes more to be a part of the group inclusion ritual than to moum the Judge, as the
ex-secretary Dot says to Laurel after the burial: “‘I want to tell you, Laurel, what a
beautiful tuneral it was (. . .] ‘1 saw everybody 1 know andeverybodyIusedtoknow.lt
was old Mount Salus personified.'"{OD 92). Judge McKelva’s funeral serves as a way
for the townspeople to show they are a part of the community, which is why Dot is more
concerned with seeing and being seen than she is remembering the Judge, even though
earlier in the novel she condemns Miss Tennyson for not remember a certain story about
him. Like the Fairchilds, the tow nspeople pick and chose their memories and when to
honor them, all lor the sake of the myth they make about themselves as a community of
insiders.
The neighbor women spend the majority of their time with Laurel gossiping about
her father and Fay's lile together and also hinting at how Chicago is inferior to Mount
Salus and that she is even doing herself a disservice by being there. Laurel is again quiet
through much of the conversations with the ladies

■it is more like they talk at her than

with her. Most ot what the reader learns about Laurel’s internal feelings after the opencasket viewing/storytelling scene do not come from dialogue, but from her lack of verbal
response. When a logical interjection or response from Laurel is expected, she either
says nothing or we learn what she is thinking about internally, for example, while the
elderly neighbor women gossip in Laurel's backyard while she tends to her mother’s
garden, instead of Laurel telling them to quit talking about her father and Fay’s
disgraceful way of living (the town did not approve of Fay or how she kept house), she
went on pulling weeds. Her mother’s voice came back with each weed she reached for.
and it’s name with it. ‘Ironweed.’ ‘Just chickweed.’ ‘Here comes that miserable old
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vine!' {OD 107). Laurel has transitioned from appreciating the women’s help to thinking
of them as obnoxious weeds who kill the memory of her father. Laurel’s silence shows
that she has also started depending on the memory of her mother and father to cope with
her grief instead of the type of support that Mount Salus has to offer, and she even
physically .separates herself from the ladies’ conversation: “Laurel, who had worked her
way as far back as the kitchen door, sat on the back step and gazed at the ladies, all four
[and when they question Laurel on her feelings towards Fay, her delayed response causes
the old ladies to say] ‘Well, answer!' [. ..] ‘Cat’s got her tongue,’{QD 111-112).
When Laurel informs them she hopes to never see Fay again, they beg her to stay
in Mount Salus to make sure Fay is run out of town because ‘“Laurel has no other life,
but she says she must return to work in Chicago {OD 112). The women all gang up on
Laurel and warn her that if she goes back to Chicago,she loses her place in Mount Salus
forever. They condescend her job and her wishes to leave because for them, no where is
important as Mount Salus and so they must purge those who do not also abide by that
rule.
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Once you leave after this, you’ll always come back as a visitor [...] ‘Feel free, of

course —but it was always my opinion that people don’t really want visitors’ [...] ‘I
mean it. Why track back up to the North Pole?”{OD 112-113). The following passage
shows a marked difference between the people of Mount Salus and the outsider figure,
which Laurel has now become:
Nate’s adorable French wife in New Orleans would agree with Laurel
perfectly: there’s not enough Mount Salus has to ojfer a brilliant mind”[..
.]“Oh, Laurel can do anything. If it’s been made hard enough for her,”
said Ms. Adele. “Of course she can give up Mount Salus and say goodbye
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to this house and to us, and the past, and go on back to Chicago day after
tomorrow, flying a jet. And take up one more time where she left off{OD
1 13).
Only another outsider, Nate's foreign wife, would be able to relate to the women who
prefer to avoid change and greeting the future. Clinging so hard to the past is what these
women do, and in a way what Welty often felt forced to do by maintaining her life in
Jackson. She loved her home and its people—she wrote mostly about them—^but through
this novel we see her inner struggle with leaving or staying home. Nate’s wife is a
foreigner, both literally because she is from France and conceptually because she does
not encourage the legend that Mount Salus is the best place on earth.
Laurel transforms into a foreign figure because of her lack of participation in the
legendizing about her father and Mount Salus. The women’s last attempt at convincing
Laurel to stay in Mount Salus is invoking her mother’s memory through her rose garden,
telling Laurel she cannot smell them in Chicago, but Laurel’s reply shows she has already
made the break with her home in Mount Salus: ‘“I can imagine it, in Chicago.’”{OD
114). The narrative then goes into Laurel’s thoughts where “Memory returned like
spring” and she remembers a conversation between her parents about the roses. Laurel’s
response and interior emotions verify my argument that for the outsiders in Welty’s work,
memory of people plays a larger role than the physical space of home {OD 115). Blame
is put on those who do not adhere to the community norm, and in Laurel’s case that is
staying at home with her widowed father to take care of him, but instead she made an
independent decision. The ladies disdain and disapproval is not masked, and they talk
4(4

about Laurel as if she is not present:

Laurel is who should have saved [Judge McKelva]
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from that nonsense [Fay]. Laurel shouldn’t have married a naval officer in wartime.
Laurel should have stayed home after Becky died. He needed somebody in that house”
(OD 115). The ladies remember that Laurel’s mother was a great lady, even though she
was not from Mount Salus like her husband. Becky, though, integrated into and accepted
the Mount Salus way of life, forgetting her own. Laurel, on the other hand, married a
Northerner and moved far away and instead of following her inherited “peculiarities” and
continuing a life in Chicago. Laurel willingly went way, which is something the ladies
cannot understand. Welty constructs Chicago as a place other than Mount Salus without
actually taking us there and describing it, and it is through Chicago’s “otherness” that we
learn about it. When Laurel remembers her wedding and marriage to her dead husband
Philip, she describes that part of her life as “all belonging to Chicago and not here,”
which suggests that Laurel is able to separate herself between two very distinct places
and tie different emotions to each place, which is why she is able to take the memories
and feelings from Mount Salus that she wants to keep back with her to Chicago and be
finished with Mount Salus forever {OD 121). Laurel is dependent on controlling the
memories she wants to keep—like her dad sitting at his writing desk in his office;
however, when she is alone finally in the house and sits at the desk, she finds a stain of
Fay’s fingernail polish on the wood,so she rubs it until the spots are gone, which
symbolizes her own removal of Fay’s tainting the memory of her father.
Laurel’s anger about the use of her parents’ legends comes to tipping point when
having dinner and drinks with the bridesmaids before leaving Mount Salus for Chicago.
The bridesmaids reminisce about Becky and Judge McKelva, and while Laurel stays
silent, “The bridesmaids laughed till they cried”{OD 126). When the conversation turns
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to more recent times with Fay and the Judge, the bridesmaids mock both of them, which
angers and hurts Laurel: “‘Since when have you started laughing at them?* Laurel asked
in a trembling voice. ‘Are they justfigures^^ from now on to make a good storyV'(OD
126-127). Laurel has realized the falseness of the happiness and heroism in Mount Salus,
because in the case of her parents(who can no longer partake in the town legendizing)
their legend is re-told and honored but also has turned ugly at the town’s choosing.
Although Laurel accepts the bridesmaids* apology and insistence that they are on her
side, life in Mount Salus is no longer possible for her. When Laurel returns to her
parents’ home that night, a bird is trapped in the house, and in her attempt to release the
bird, she becomes trapped in “her father’s and mother’s room- now Fay’s room”(OD
129). Welty uses the image of a trapped bird in a place it does not belong to symbolize
how Laurel now sees herself in Mount Salus, and it is only when she relies on her
memories of her parents at happy times that she can escape the pressure of home. As her
departure is only hours away. Laurel is still preoccupied with the trapped bird, and vows
to ""make it free,” just as she intends to free herself of Mount Salus by returning to
Chicago {OD 167). And at her mother’s old sewing desk, she **seemed as far from the
rest of the house itself as Mount Salus was from Chicago,” which is were she is now
determined to go, as she has no place left for her in Mount Salus {OD 134).
Minutes before leaving Laurel feels called to the kitchen, and she immediately
starts rummaging through the cabinets, looking for her mother’s breadboard. At that
exact moment Fay walks in and without any greeting Laurel demands to know what Fay
has done to cause so many gouges and splinters on the surface. This scene is about so
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The emphasis in this passage is mine.
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much more than the destruction of Laurel’s parents’ house—she finally understands that
the memory she has of her parents is no longer supported by Mount Salus, because their
legend has been “desecrated"(OD 173). The breadboard for Laurel represents love and
her memory of how this seemingly unimportant item brought together the people she
loved; however, the reason why Laurel does not need to take the breadboard with her is
the same as why she does not need to smell her mother’s roses—she has the memory,
which no one can gouge or ruin because “It is memory that is the somnambulist [...] it
lives for us, and while it lives, and while we are able, we can give it up its due”, because
Laurel “belong[s] to the future"{OD 179). Her memory becomes separate from Mount
Salus because it is transportable—Laurel can take it out of the past and insert it into her
present life in Chicago.
Welty undoubtedly felt a tinge of guilt when she left Jackson and her widowed
mother for her own travels and life away. Going off on her own was a way to shift her
concentration from her daughterly responsibilities to herself. For the people of Laurel’s
Mount Salus and Welty’s Jackson, this action and way of thinking was undoubtedly
selfish and inappropriate. Perhaps Laurel’s permanent move to Chicago symbolizes an
unaccomplished dream of Welty’s to be tmly independent of her home ties; that is to say,
Welty did not want to cut off connection with her family or Jackson, but she longed for
the ability to go away and come back at her own choosing without feeling a burden of
responsibility, which is what Laurel accomplishes in moving her home to Chicago, where
she can take the memories of Mount Salus and her family, for she comes away with the
knowledge that “memory lived not in initial possession but in freed hands, pardoned and
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freed, and in the heart that can empty but can fill again, in the patterns restored by
dreams"{OD 179).
I

I
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In and Out: Sister, Dicey,and Virgie
The following three stories play on the character that Welty uses in all genres of
her fiction

the outsider. She uses this attribute in various ways so that no outsider is

just alike, but all share the quality that they are made to be outsiders or make themselves
outsiders because of their non-recognition or deliberate ignorance of the family or
group's legendizing. After looking at Delta Wedding and The Optimises Daughter^ we
begin to understand how one character can be both inside and outside at the same time
and how a character can participate in the very aspects that drive her away. The most
affected outsider characters in the two novels are females, and in here we see Welty
continue that idea with Sister, Dicey, and Virgie, the three stories’ protagonists.
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Why I Live at the P.O." from A Curtain of Green and Other Stories
44

Why I Live at the P.O” is about Sister(whose real name is never given), who
becomes a literal outsider because she moves out of her family’s home to the post office
where she works, but at the same times manages to perpetuate the legendizing that her
family practices. Much tension in this story is derived from the relationship between
Sister and her sister Stella-Rondo. Stella-Rondo is like a prodigal daughter who
highlights Sister’s outsiderness. Welty sets up this story with the arrival of Stella-Rondo
to begin the depiction of contrast between the sisters. Stella-Rondo does what Laurel was
not capable of: she moved to Illinois with her husband Mr. Whitaker, but returns to her
home “the place with the smallest P.O. in the state” because she is now separated from
her husband and depends on her family to live.
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The family praises Siella-Rondo for leaving Mr. Whitaker. Papa-Daddy calls her
move a “smart” one and Mama explains to Sister that the reason they are so excited to see
her and why they love her so much is because she went away but has now returned.
Mama tells Sister that they w ould love her as much if she had gone away and “came on
back home”(CS 50). Sister thinks Stella-Rondo is “too stuck up” but Mama and PapaDaddy defend all of her stories, even the one in which she claims to have adopted a two
year old girl, although the child is obviously hers and Mr. Whitaker’s(C5 50). This
denial of the truth in order to keep the family on an even keel, and all problems under the
surface, appears to be a practice that the whole family has repeated. As the outlier Sister
points out Mama is “Just like Cousin Aunt Flo. Went to her grave denying the facts of
life” {CS 50).
Sister is again the only family member who points out the obvious lies or
erroneous ways of her family when she brings to their attention that the two-year old
child is a mute. Not wanting to accept that something could be wrong with the baby,
Stella-Rondo glosses over the accusation and condemns Sister: “T know whose word of
honor don’t mean a thing in this house,”’ thereby underlining the family’s adherence to
lies as a way to maintain “honor,

Because Sister does not abide by these same family

rules, she is an outsider. Mama,too, chastises Sister:
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Sister, you ought to be thoroughly

ashamed! Run upstairs this instant and apologize to Stella-Rondo and Shirley-T.’ [...]
that made Mama,Papa-Daddy and the baby all on Stella-Rondo’s side” {CS 51). A clear
distinction between the two daughters’ “loyalties” is made because Sister does not
maintain the facade that the other family members do.
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When Sister bursts into the living room where her family members are playing
cards to announce that she is moving out and taking her belongings with her, her family
is outraged because they perceive her leaving as an insult to the family. Mama and Stella
both warn that they are cutting off all connection with her. Mama says Til never darken
the door to that post office again if I live to be a hundred [...] ‘Ungrateful child!’ and
Stella adds “‘Me either (. . .] ‘You can just let my mail lie there and rot, for all I care. I’ll
never come and relieve you of a single, solitary piece.’”(CS 54). Sister reminds StellaRondo of reality—that she probably will not be receiving any mail now that she has
separated from her husband. Shirley-T repeats the malicious behavior she learns from
her mother and grandmother, and when Sister is about to leave the child “sticks out her
tongue at me in this perfectly horrible way. She has no more manners than the man in the
moon. I told her she was going to cross her eyes like that some day and they’d stick”(CS
54).
Papa-Daddy is also resentful of Sister’s leaving and he threatens “‘You’ll never
catch me setting foot in that post office, even if I should take a notion into my head to
write a letter some place.' He says, ‘I won’t have you reachin’ out of that little old
window with a pair of shears and cuttin’ off any beard of mine. I’m too smart for you!
and Stella-Rondo adds‘“We all are,”’ showing the unity of the family against Sister(CS
55). Stella-Rondo instigates a fight between him and Sister by lying that Sister wants
him to cut off his beard, and the idea of cutting off his beard is an insult to him and his
honor. Papa-Daddy’s beard is important to him because he has had it since he was fifteen
years old, and everyone knows it as part of his identity. Stella-Rondo starts another
quarrel by lying about Sister’s gossiping. She tells Uncle Rondo that Sister has been
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making fun of him for his aiiirc (although she would not be out of line doing so—he is
wearing part of Siella-Ronclo's trousseau—but the suggestion that she is calling out a
family member i'or inappropriate behavior is unacceptable) and Stella knows that “Uncle
Rondo has got the most terrible temper in the world. Anything is liable to make him tear
the house down if it comes at the wrong time"(C5 52). Thinking that Sister has called
him a fool, he tears o\'\' the robe and plots his revenge on Sister, which includes throwing
a pack of firecrackers into her bedroom at dawn. The division between Sister and the rest
of the family grows considerably after this incident, as Sister reveals:‘There I was with
the whole entire house on Stella-Rondo's side and turned against me.”(CS53).
Mama does not want to believe that one of her own children would cause a fight
in the family and try to ruin the order they have, but she does this because she “draw[s
her] own conclusions and will continue in the future to draw them”(CS55). Sister thinks
outside of the family's accepted code of living and thinking, which is why she physically
changes her home. Much like Laurel in The Optimises Daughter and RohhiQmdGQOVgc
in Delta Wedding, tor Sister a physical move away from her original home represents the
distance and difference between her and her family. She does not follow their belief
system and so she must live elsewhere. When Sister is leaving after arguing with her
family, Stella-Rondo cries after Sister declares that her husband left her and no longer
wants to be with her (the family had been saying that she left him and he was going to
come back to get her) and Mama demands Sister apologize, but she walks out and leaves
to move into her new home at the post office. She knows that back home Stella-Rondo is
probably “telling the most horrible tales in the world about Mr. Whitaker,” which is
Sister’s way of saying she knows her sister is making up lies about an honest man whom
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Sister knew first and trusts more than Stella-Rondo. Sister tells herself“I draw my own
conclusions" as a way to convince herself she is different than her family(CS 56).
The st(^r\'s very end lets us know that Sister’s family are the main people in
China Grove and that the townspeople are divided on how to treat her. Some have been
kind and others ha\ e turned against her "just to get on the right side of Papa-Daddy”(CS
56). Sister's declaration at the end shows how she appears to have changed:“But here I
am, and here fll stay. 1 want the world to know I’m happy. And if Stella-Rondo should
come to me this minute, on bended knees, and attempt to explain the incidents of her life
with Mr. Whitaker, I'd simply put my fingers in both my ears and refuse to listen”(C5
56). Like Laurel who also decided to leave her home after an argument with Fay, Sister is
determined to be in charge of her own decision-making; however, Sister also participates
in telling herself stories. Dabney also claimed to be happiest girl in the world—thereby
continuing the Fairchild myth in spite of her own associations with outsiders and the
outside—just as Sister who feels the need to prove herself and her happiness to others
and refuse her family's apology. Although she is changing herself and becomes an
outsider, she is still stuck in that internal and eternally ingrained tug-of-war with the
outside and inside and how her family’s legendizing—in this case, happiness—works on
her.

The Wanderers” from The Golden Apples
This story begins right after the death of Miss Katie Rainey, an elderly lady who
lived with her middle-aged daughter Virgie in Morgana, Mississippi. Morgana is the
imagined place where Welty sets some of her fiction, although often its history and
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residents changed or appear differently than in other works of fiction. Not only do we
learn about Miss Katie and Virgie from the perspective of the neighbors, but also we
meet the mother and daughter through a third person narrator who knows Miss Katie’s
thoughts as she is about to die. She thinks about her childhood and young adulthood as a
flood of memories go by in her last minutes, but the narrative then turns to how the
people of Morgana handle the death and funeral and enforce their legend.
Similar to Delta Wedding, the whole town of Morgana shows up for the visitation
after Miss Katie's death, and right away, we are aware of the townspeople’s opinions of
how the death should be addressed: Miss Snowdie MacLain comes from another town to
arrange Miss Katie's body for the casket, but “[t]here was something about it nobody
liked, perhaps a break in custom. Miss Lizzie Stark, whose place they had felt it to be to
supervise the house while old Miss Emmy Holified laid out the dead, had felt too weak
today, and sent word she had had to lie down. And old Miss Enuny herself was gone
(C5 432). The Morgana people feel that a change in their ritual of handling death and the
funeral affects how they function as a group because change goes against the image that
their legendizing presents.
Similar to the Mount Salus townspeople’s reaction to Judge McKelva’s funeral
the people of Morgana consider the funeral important more for themselves than for the
dead because it unites them as a community and allows them to have a common
grievance, as our narrator hears Virgie’s thoughts: “Always in a house of death, Virgie
was thinking, all the stories come evident, show forth from the person, become part of the
public domain. Not the dead’s story, but the living’s” {CS 433). Welty’s particular use
of the word always signifies that this mode of handling death is a tradition that is
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repeatedly followed in Morgana, and for the people the funeral is very important. The
house transforms into

town gathering place for everyone to see and be seen,catch up on

gossip, and discuss Miss Katie's life. The townspeople want validation that they are

I

integral members (d' the community, and they accomplish this by showing support for
Virgie and by telling others of their support for her and her mother, as we see with Mr.
I

Nesbitt (nicknamed Mr. Bitts), who wants a newcomer, Mr. Thisbee, to know about his
established place in Morgana's community. Because Mr. Thisbee is an outsider, Mr.
Bitts thinks it is his place to establish who is important in Katie and Virgie’s lives and in
the town:
‘Virgie, tell Mr. Thisbee who's your best friend in this town.’ He had brought the
new man in the company. ‘You, Mr. Bitts,‘ Virgie said. ‘Everybody in Morgana
calls me Mr. Bitts, Thisbee; you can too. Now wait. Tell him who hired you
I

when nobody else was in the hiring mood, Virgie. Tell him. And was always
kind to you and stood up for you.‘ She never turned away until it was finished;
today this seemed somehow brief and easy, a relief. [...]‘You, Mr. Bitts’ [...]
‘But who? Who stood behind you?'(C5433-434).
Not only does Mr. Bitts want to impress his new business colleague, but also he wants to
remind Virgie and himself of his important position in Virgie’s life, which is why he is so
insistent in having Virgie answer his questions. From the language of the passage it
seems that this exchange is frequent and Mr. Bitts is constantly looking for reassurance of
his importance; when Virgie does not answer his final question “[a]bmptly he wheeled
and went off; he was hurt, disappointed in her for the hundredth time. She saw Mr.
Nesbitt’s fat, hurt neck as he wandered as if lost”(C5'434).
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Just like I.aurcl, Virgic’s wishes at the funeral are not obeyed and even considered
inappropriate by the eomnuinity because it goes against what they want. They forget that
Miss Katie's ek^sest relaii\ e, her daughter, should be the one who decides what she is
comfortable with at the funeral, and instead force their desires upon her. After all of the
ladies who fill the house crowd in to see Miss Snowdie’s work on Miss Katie, they force
Virgie to sec her mother in her casket, which she attempts to refuse. They instruct her:
‘Come see your mother.' They pulled pre-emptorily at Virgie’s arms,their voices
bright. ‘Don't touch me.' They pulled harder, still smiling but in silence, and
Virgie pulled back. [. . .) ‘Don't touch me.' ‘Honey, you just don’t know what
you lost, that s all. They were all people who had never touched her before who
tried to struggle with her, their faces hurt. She was hurting them all, shocking
them. They leaned over her. agonized, pleading with the pull of their hands[...]
and showed her her mother(C5 434-435).
Because Virgie's behavior does not follow exactly what the townspeople want,they are
“hurt” by her, though they do not give any consideration to her own mourning process—
they do not allow any other way to hold the funeral than how they want it to be.
Individual feelings are overlooked to keep the group’s order and tradition above all else.
The imagery ot the people who literally and emotionally touch Virgie shows their control
over her body and her emotions in an attempt to maintain power.
In her sensitive state Virgie breaks down crying because of the neighbors’ telling
stories about her mother and getting the details wrong:
“Later, back in the parlor, she cried. They said, ‘[Katie] used to set out yonder
and sel I muscadines, see out there? There’s where she got rid of all her plums, the
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early and ihc laic, blackberries and dewberries, and the little peanuts you boil.
Now the rcKid goes ihc wrong way.' Though that was like a sad song,it was not
true: the road still went the same, from Morgana to MacLain,from Morgana to
Vicksburg and Jackson, of course. Only now the wrong people went by on it.
They w ere all riding trucks, very fast or heavily loaded [...] They were not eaters
t

of muscadines 1. . .1 She wept because they could not tell it right(C5435).
As in all of the other Wcliy texts I have discussed, memory is mutable in the minds of the
people who keep it going, especially the memory of people who have died, or even
people who are still living

the communities Welly creates legendize themselves and

those who are apart of them, regardless of their truth. Virgie is the only one who realizes
that in this particular .scene, just as Laurel is the only one who feels that at her father’s
funeral. The Morgana people think Virgie is crying because she has started to have an
emotional breakdown about losing her mother, when actually she is upset because they
have mis-remembered her mother.
Mr. Bills is not the only character who uses the visitation as a way to socialize
and draw attention to himself at the expense of Virgie. A local politician. Ran MacLain,
and his wife Jinny arrive and Jinny sees this event as an opportunity to show off the new
diamond ring her husband gave her. Ostentatiously “[w]ith her hand out, she showed a
ring about the room on her way to Virgie. ‘I deserved me a diamond,’ [...]Softly,
abruptly, she turned and kissed Virgie’s cheek, whispering, ‘I don’t have to see her—do
I, Virgie?’ |. . .] ‘I don’t have to see anybody!’ whispered Jinny fiercely”(CS436).
Virgie is known in town for being still unmarried, so this young wife’s blatant display of
her new diamond ring shows Virgie’s separateness from the community standard, and as
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one neighbor whispers aboui her. **\Vhal does Virgie care about housekeeping and china
plates without

husbaiul. hm?‘*(CW436). The women of the townjudge Virgie and

think her life as pointless now that the mother she has been caring for has died and she
has no husband or children, rhev do not keep this a secret, in fact, Virgie overhears the
neighbor ladies' ecMu ersation about her, which proves that because she is an outsider they
see no need t(^ mask their disapproval. They continue to chastise Virgie for how she is
dealing with her nmther s deaths as one neighbor woman says *‘Virgie—^wish you’d let us
stay.’” (. .|
. ‘Kverybody who would . 1 let stay with me;” and then another tells her‘“It’s

(:

good thing wc cut all our tlowers,' [. . .) ‘Virgie, you haven’t a solitary one.’”(CS439).
They do not think she mcHirns properly or tends to the house appropriately, and they see
themselves as the instructors tor how Virgie should behave. Virgie has no response,for
her dialogue is quite sparse through the story,just as Laurel’s is in The Optimist*s
Daughter. Welty chooses not to give Virgie a response because her thoughts and
opinions only “hurt" the people and they would ignore or chastise her response. The
townspeople have the power to silence Virgie, which allows them to keep their
established order.
When the whole town of Morgana finally leaves Virgie’s house,“they seemed to
drag some mythical gates and barriers away from her view”(C5439). The community’s
lack of attention to facts in the stories they tell is a form of legendizing, because they are
substituting details that function for their collective memory and are not necessarily true.
Only the outsiders of the community are able to detect what the people are doing, which
is why when the guests leave, the “mythical gates and barriers” go with them. Virgie
sees this as a hindrance because it stops them from remembering the person as they are or
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were and instead alknvs tlicm to form new memories based on falsehoods. These new
memories arc itdd iiiui accepted hy the community because they all practice this
legendizing.
The judgmental attitude of the women continues from the day before when Missie
Spights arrives early on the morning of the funeral. Instead of greeting Virgie or offering
condolences, we see her selfishness and demand to maintain the town’s social order:
444

First thing,' Missie Spights told Virgie, ‘you called me Missie Spights yesterday. I’m
married.' 'Oh. Yes. I rememher.'

‘fm Missie Spights Littlejohn, and I’ve got three

children. I married from off" (C'.V 441). Missie's main concern at the funeral is not
mourning Miss Katie or consoling Virgie, but correcting Virgie’s impropriety. This
correction seems so petty to readers but shows the great importance that the Morgana
people place on sticking to their norms and making sure outsiders know their rules.
When only one Rainey family member shows up for the funeral, Miss PerditaMayo
claims she got in touch with the only family member she could (thereby pointing out that
she was taking care of Virgie's business for her) and that “[i]f the funeral’s small we
can’t reproach oursel ves

I I.

”(CS 442). Her statement is double-speak for adinitting that

the ladies will reproach her. either directly to Virgie or amongst themselves,for the turn
out of the funeral. Jinny MacLain also returns to berate Virgie, instructing her 444Listen.
You should marry now, Virgie. Don’t put it off any longer,’ [...] She was casting her
eye around the room.

as 1
it to pick Virgie some husband then and there”(CS444-445),

An actual outsider to the community—the preacher Brother Dampeer from
Goodnight, whose father baptized Laurie comes just in time for the funeral service on

11

Miss Kalic's (riciids
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behalf of his lather as a u ay

show supp>ort. He speaks to Virgie and the crowd, after

which Miss Smn\die says “\\ here wore his manners! But of course, he couldn’t be
turned away,* |. . .) C'omin^ was his privilege [...]‘A perfect stranger”(C5445). This
stranger is only alknvcd to come to the funeral because of his family’s pastoral
connection to Laurie; otherwise, we get the sense that he may have been asked to leave if
it were not for his “pri\ ilege * of being allowed to show his father’s support. This scene
anticipates the one in ihe

a Duneh/er when the Mount Salus people whisper

about Fay's family and their lack of manners, though they do not realize that gossip is
also a display of bad manners. Seeing themselves as doing anything wrong or bad would
go against their c(nnmunity eode.
After the service Virgie looks over the attendants of the funeral and for a second
feels a sense of “alliance,” which is then quickly crushed by the realization that‘‘she
knew the kinship for what it w as, whomever it settled upon, an indelible thing which may
come without friendship or even too early an identity, may come even despisingly,in
rudeness, intruding in the middle of sorrow. Except in a form too rarified for her, it
lacked future as well as past”(CV 446-447). Virgie here accepts the fact that she is an
outsider but is satisfied in her realization because

she understands she is not losing

anything that was there. The funeral even turns to the camivalesque when little Jinny
MacLain (the daughter of Jinny MacLain) stares into the casket all alone in the parlor,
and Virgie finds her. The little girl is wearing green lizards on her ears as she gazes in
her bare feet at the body, critiquing the authenticity of the funeral and casket: ‘‘‘This
doesn’t look like a coffin. Did you have to use a bureau drawer?’ ‘They haven’t put the
lid down, that’s all.' ‘Well, will you put the lid down for me?”’(C5447). The young
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child has learned I roFii the eommuniiy lhai the funeral is more a show than a ceremony,
which is enforced as the casket procession goes through the house:“They liked coffins
earned out because ol the chance they could perceive that coffins might be dropped and
the dead people spilled right out. 1. .1 No dead people had ever been spilled while any
of them watched, just as

freight train had ever wrecked while they prayed for it to,so

they could get the bananas'(C'.S 448). The funeral is transformed into a spectacle by the
community, while the outsider Virgie is the only person who is not experiencing the
funeral in this manner. The extent to which the townspeople only consider themselves
and their wishes is evidenced by their desire fora mortal spectacle, a train wreck,so they
can pillage the stiKked train cars for produce and goods. This ridiculous logic proves
they can only think in terms o( how they will benefit.
As the outsider, Virgie must leave Morgana now that her tie to the place—her
mother

gt>ne. Mrs. Stark orders her maid Juba to help Virgie pack up all of the

contents of the ht)use because it would not be “fitting to the dead or to departure either”
for Virgie to leave without packing, even though Virgie does not care about the things in
the house and tells Juba “‘You know Tm in a hurry to shut up this house>15 which is
made more rushed by the fact that she just decided the day before that she was going to
leave permanently {CS 454-455). Juba compliments herself for her neat and secure
packing of the china, but Virgie responds “‘Do that for Mrs. Stark’” and then after
thinking for a moment, offers all of the house s belongings to Juba and the other maid,
further violating

(white) community s norms(C5 455). As Virgie is driving away

from Morgana she passes Cassie Morrison, her friend from childhood, who tells Virgie:
You II go away

Loch,'(a man younger than Virgie who moved away to New York
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City and never returned)[...] ‘A life of your own, away”(C5 457). Virgie will start a
new life away from the mythical, magical world of Morgana where everyone lives in
their own legendized truth.

''Kin** from The Bride ofInmsfallen
The main character of this story, Dicey Hastings, arrives from the North to “this
little courthouse town, several hours by inconvenient train ride from Jackson,[where]
even the cut grass in the yards smelled different from Northern grass” in Mississippi to
visit her family and immediately upon her arrival she notes “Even by evidence of the
smell, 1 knew that really I was a stranger in a way” to her relatives and the small town
{CS 539). Dicey’s feelings as an outsider are present from the second she gets off the
train because she is aware that her relatives “lived as if they had never heard of anywhere
else, even Jackson” which in a way denies her life and existence because by acting like
they know no other place, they do not really know this visiting kin {CS 539). Still, the kin
she visits are obsessed with maintaining and acknowledging family ties, which is
something Dicey is unaccustomed to. When her aunts tell her how she is related to a very
distant relative, Dicey stops them, saying “‘Don’t tell me![.. .] T’m not that anxious to
claim kin!’” but this idea is unacceptable to the family, and her cousin Kate tells her of
the distant relative ‘“She’ll claim you! She’ll come visit you!”’(C5 540). The strong
bond between family members regardless of proximity in blood lines is enforced in this
scene and marks Dicey as an outsider because she does not care about acquiring new
members solely based on the fact that they are very distantly related. This family
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also has clear distinctions for who is related and how,including one man who is “some
kind of off-cousin” and others who are “a little bit kin on both sides”(CS 541,542).
Dicey and her cousin Kate venture off to Mingo, where the old spinster of the
family Sister Anne and her brother Uncle Felix live, nine miles away from Kate’s house.
for a party. Kate and Dicey’s arrival causes a great reaction, and Sister Anne ignores her
other guests as soon as the two girls arrive, yelling at all the guests “Step aside for the
family”(C5 548). Even though this family is open to non-relative members of the Mingo
community, the familial alliance proves to be the strongest link present at the party. Sister
Anne reacts again with fervor when she sees Dicey’s engagement ring and “took my face
between her fingers and thumb and shook my cheeks, as though I could not hear what she
said at all. She could do this because we were kin to each other”{CS 551). Dicey’s
allowance of Sister Anne’s strong reaction shows that she understands there are certain
things that must be tolerated in a family, and the aunt’s behavior is one of those.
Like in much of Welty’s work I am discussing, the obsession with repetition of
family legends or perpetuating stories about family members is present in this story.
Uncle Felix is the oldest living patriarch of the family, and the women at Kate’s house
remind Dicey of his character: “he was a very strict gentleman all his life, you know, and
made us be ladies out there, more even than Mama and Papa did in town [...]‘He was
ever so courtly,’ [...] ‘Nobody in the family more so.’”(CS 541-542). Sister Anne also
reveres Uncle Felix, so when Kate and Dicey do not show him the utmost respect at her
party, she chastises and corrects their behavior, as we see in the following scene as the
girls examine Uncle Felix’s room and bed: “‘That’s a nigger bed,’ said Kate, in one tone,
one word. I turned and looked straight into her eyes. ‘It—is—not,’ said Sister Anne. Her
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whole face shook, as if Kate could have made it collapse. Then she bowed her head
toward us- ■that we could go on, now, if that was the spirit we had come in. ‘Good
evening, sir,’ said Kate, in a changed voice” (C5 553-554). Sister Anne’s response and
how offended she is suggests that the family is defined as white, and by calling out a
marker of non-whiteness, Kate challenges their identity.
Moreover, Welty’s purposeful use of italics in Sister Anne’s dialogue speaks to
me as an intentional notation of how exaggerated Sister Anne’s reaction is to the girls
(who, notably, are of a younger generation and are not as fixed in the family customs and
rules) and their “disrespect” to Uncle Felix. By noting the reality of the situation, that
Uncle Felix sleeps on a bed similar to those of the field hands, the girls disrupt the image
the old family patriarch. Her fmstration with the girls continues as they observe Uncle
Felix without speaking. The girls have a curious fear of Uncle Felix and do not know
how to interact with the dying old man who is bedridden. Sister Anne jolts them out of
their silence by demanding “‘Haven’t you spoken? Speak! Tell him who you are, child!
What did you come for?”’ {CS 555).
Sister Anne and the other older members of the family try to maintain the same
order and rules as they have for generations, but they ignore the fact that their lives and
circumstances have changed dramatically. Dicey sees a knick-knack lying in Uncle
Felix’s room which reminds her of when she came to the house in Mingo before moving
up North: “I remembered the real Uncle Felix, and could hear his voice, respectful again,
asking the blessing at the table. [. . .]! remember the house, the real house, always
silvery, as now, but then cypressy and sweet, cool, reflecting, dustless. [. . .] everybody,
we thought, that we needed” (C5 557). This description of the “real” Uncle Felix and
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real” house shows that time has changed reality, as the younger girls notice, but the
older generation ignore that unattractive change in order to maintain the semblance of
importance and longevity. Uncle Felix as a legendary image is evoked by comparing him
to a constellation—the Big Bear (Orion): “In his bleached gown he looked like the story¬
book picture of the Big Bear, the old white one with star children on his back and more
star children following, in triangle dresses, starting down the Milky Way”(C5 559). This
image portrays Uncle Felix as the patriarch, but because the picture is found in a
children’s book, we can interpret this as his loss of his authority. His image is not found
in a book of mythology, but in a book only children read. He is more of a picture of
authority than an actual authority.
When the girls finally do speak to Uncle Felix he responds insanely, talking of
killing people and saying that the girls need to hide. The girls are not frightened but
instead confused by their ailing uncle who has apparently lost all grip of reality. Trying
to understand why he would warn the girls of danger, Kate suggests‘“Do you suppose
[Sister Anne] told him today there was a Yankee in the house? He might be thinking of
Yankees.’” {CS 560). That killing the Yankee photographer solely for his being not from
the South is reasonable to Kate signifies she has been taught to think of Northerners as a
group, not as individuals, and that they are all threatening to their family identity. This
one scene shows how some of the family’s teachings stick, though not all do. Dicey feels
a strong connection again to the one portrait in the house, which reminds her of her great
grandmother and the likeness they share because they are related:
the romantic figure of a young lady [...] my Great-grandmother Jerrold, who had
been Evelina Mackaill. And I remembered—rather, more warmly,knew,like a
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secret of the family—that the head of this black-haired, black-eyed lady who
always looked the right, mysterious age to be my sister, had been fitted to the
ready-made portrait by the painter who had called at the door [...] I, her divided
sister, knew who had felt the wilderness of the world behind the ladies’ view. We
were homesick for somewhere that was the same place {CS 561).
Simply by looking at a family heirloom Dicey is able to feel apart of the family.
which is a reminder of the worth of the family heirlooms we see in Delta Wedding and
The Optimist's Daughter, where the memory associated with the object is greater than the
object itself. She is “homesick” for the memory of belonging, of being on the inside.
even though she is at home with her family. That she is lonely while surrounded by her
family marks her as an outsider.
The sense of disappointment in a family member’s decision is something the girls
understand, which is why they respond to Sister Anne’s chastising. They, too, are able to
judge others for their behavior, as they think Sister Anne is acting improperly by
allowing so many people in her house to have their picture taken by a traveling
photographer from the North; “‘It’s a wonder she didn’t let the Negroes file in at the back
and have theirs taken too. If you didn’t know it was Sister Anne, it would be past
understanding,’ Kate said. ‘It would kill Mama—we must spare her this.’ ‘Of course!’
Sparing was our family trait” {CS 563). Sister Anne is breaking a rule by allowing the
presence of a Northern photographer who entertains the people with taking portraits, but
still the whole family has their picture taken. This suggests that the family repeats to
themselves how they are rather than actually acting that way. Forgetting the rules, the
legend, or the family members themselves is the worst thing one can do in the family, and
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when Dicey claims to have forgotten who Aunt Beck is, Kate corrects her, saying ‘“But
she wouldn’t let you forget. She made you remember her!”’(CS 565). Forcing memory
and abiding by rules that reinforce the family legend are part of this family.
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Coining Full Circle, or Not At All
In analyzing these texts I see how Welty inserted her own feelings into the
characters who do not fully conform to their roles, but also face the confusion and
frustration of at other times feeling part of the larger community. Welty is similar to
Laura in that she shifted between outsider and insider because she never felt fully
placated in New York or Mississippi before the tug of the other place and people called
her away. Welty felt the pressures of remaining at home,like Virgie and Laurel, whose
characters provide two different ways of responding to those pressures: Virgie is Welty’s
earlier version who feels like an outsider but whose desire to leave is not intense, while
Laurel is Welty’s latest version whose disgust and frustration with Mount Salus prompt
her to leave and never return.
The repetition of a group legend defines an identity, and the insiders perpetuate
that, as we see through Dabney’s echoing of her mother’s words that no world exists
outside of Shellmound and the affirmation of a family non-truth as encouraged by her
father at the very end of the novel:‘“Are you happy, Dabney?’ Battle had kept asking her
over and over. How strange! Passionate, sensitive, to the point of strain and secrecy,
their legend was happiness. ‘The Fairchilds are the happiest people!’ They themselves
repeated it to each other. She could hear the words best in Primrose’s gentle, persuading
voice, talking to Battle or George or one of the little boys”(DW 293). The novel’s
closing presents the family after the wedding, with all problems “worked out” because
everyone ignored them, and the Fairchilds seem happy with everyone temporarily in the
circle,just as their legend dictates. Their legendizing will continue because the children
have been instilled with the Fairchild virtues, but as more family members want to leave
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the Delta for other places,(George for Memphis with Robbie, Shelley for Europe to
travel, and Dabney for another home with Troy)the legend might slowly disintegrate if
the members are away for too long and forget how to participate in their roles, as Laurel
does.
Welty undoubtedly felt a tinge of guilt when she left Jackson and her widowed
mother for as long as several months during her own travels and life away. Going off on
her own was a way to shift her concentration from her daughterly responsibilities to
herself. For the people of Laurel’s Mount Salus and Welty’s Jackson, this action and
way of thinking was undoubtedly selfish and inappropriate. Perhaps Laurel’s permanent
move to Chicago symbolizes an unaccomplished dream of Welty’s to be truly
independent of her home ties; that is to say, Welty did not want to cut off connection with
her family or Jackson, but she longed for the ability to go away and come back at her
own choosing without feeling a burden of responsibility, which is what Laurel
accomplishes in moving her home to Chicago. Chicago provides an escape to reality
where she can take the memories of Mount Salus and her family,for she comes away
with the knowledge that “memory lived not in initial possession but in freed hands,
pardoned and freed, and in the heart that can empty but can fill again, in the patterns
restored by dreams”{OD 179).
The outsiders Sister, Virgie, and Dicey also have roles forced upon them because
of their family legends. Sister and Virgie both escape when they can, and we can assume
that Dicey would as well if she were staying longer with her family and it were notjust a
visit. Going away and the longing to leave makes one an undesirable and unfit actor for
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the community’s play of identity though legendizing, and so the outsider is pushed
further from the group, as each of these works exhibit.
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